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INTRdDUCTION TO THE PROCEEDINGS

"CONSORTING WiTH CONSORTIA: AN AHEC-SUPPORTED*

INITIATIVE FOR HEALTH SCIENCE LIBRARIES IN CALIFORNIA"

4

by

Davi& Bishop, University Librarian, .

University of California, San Francisco, and
Co-Chair, California AHEC System Library/Learning

Resources Advisory Committee

In November 1981, in a storm-iashed setting at Piamo Beach,
some-40 libtarians from throughout the State met to take a new
initiative in the provision of health science infdrmation -

services. Their aim was to tie together at a yet more effective,
integrated level the cooperative programs already built among the
health science libraries of California. They sUcceeded in
starting down the road towards this goaa by establishing a
"Council of Consortia" under the direction 02 the Library
Coordinator of the California Area Health Educatibn Center System
(AHEC).

The Meeting was sponsored by the Coast:al Health Library- %.

X Information ConsortiUm, headquartered at San Luis Obispo. (Since
we have now managed to mention "consortia" twice in reference to
health science libraries, perhaps, we.should explain our usage.
It is the same old word that has been With us for a century or so

- in relation to banks; it continues to mean a partnership or
association, and came:into use among libraries.in the .1970's when
.a new word waS needed to describe gkoups of libraries with
cooperative agreements more tormented than the preexisting
understandings of mutual support.)

Cooperation among health sciende libraries'has, of
necessity, been around for a long time; it has at least a half-
century history in California'.

Editor's Not/e: This article, to appear in the June issue of the
_ - ^a14fornIa,,,WBG-4yet-,tn'tz'-eat.Affffe-Vcrlbrtta'T IS

reprinted here with the author's
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The AHEC program, with its own necessity for _cooperative action,
is ideally sdited to build'on this tradition. In the AHEC
Library/Learning ResourCes Program we never lose sight' of,the
primary AHEC goal, to provide educational programs to health
professionals in underserved areas. Nor can we be shakedn in our
belief that the provision of good educational FirOgrams requifes
library and learning resources services. To provide these latter
in the best possible way, both effectively and efficiently, vie
mugt build on existing strengths. We see our role as xatalysing
and supplementing, nevet as supplanting.

The development of health sciences library consortia is an
example of AHEC citalYsis. We age no't alene in this effort, as
we will see in a moment, but our -involvement in planning for,
consulting on; assisting in, and helping implement consortia).
throughout the State is considerable. -We haVe helped to develop
sik of them: Redding in the Superior'California AHEC, Ukiah in
the North Coast AHEC, Mekced and the Central California Med'ical
Libraty Group in he "old generation" Central' San Joaquin yalley
AHEC, and San Luis Obispo and Monteeey/Salinas in the dentral
Coast AHEC:. We are currently assisting in the development of

, three'Others: North San Joaquin AHEC through the University of
the Pacific, Rein County. AHEC, and East Bay AHEC.

The AHEC program, imbrief, has helped-develop almost half
icif the 20 or so health science library consärtia in the State.
'Such development has had'a large impact on the availabilit4 of
\library services. The ingormational resources theMselves are now
more rationally collected in a complementary manner, their
existence, and location arq made know through shared listings
uniformly-compiled, they gre made readily available at,least
cost, and they are for the most part at hand when needed.
Similarly, the personal services of in ormation specialists are
readily Shared, informally or through uch structured means as
clinical librariahs or circuit-rider librarians; there is always
some one to turn to for help:

None of this has happened'in a vacuum, of qourse, nor'
.through the efforts pf AHEC alonee There Are indeed many levels
of effort at work to improve information services for health
professionals..,At the natiOnal level, leadership and support are-
provided by the Nationail'Library of Medicine (NLM),
primarily--for its extramural activities--under the authority of
the Medical Library Assistance Act of 1965 and its various
extensions. Under this Congressional mandate, NLM has deyeloped
la biomedical cbmmunications network, of'which one critical
component is a Regional Medical Library (RML) system:

The RML system is nationwide. The capntry is divided'into
----xiegions (originally ten, now consolidating into serer) -each

a Regional Medical Library headquarters and a network of #

Cooperating,"resource libraries." A somewhat simplistic
three7level hierachy is conceptualized. The "basic unit"
libraries at the first levelrare expected to forward to the
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*resource library level. requests for informationprimarily
documents (books or journal articles)--which they cannot satisfy.
If the requests cannot be met there, they are forwarded to the
RML headquarters ov..directly to the National LIbrary of Medigine
for filling. (NLM itself has international connections for he
fulfillment of needs which it cannot satisfy.) .

,

This somewhat formalized referral network is designed to
provide the health professional, no matter where' his or her place
of practice, with the information he or she needs. It is very
effective. ,It is also expensive, and it can be readily seen that
fulfiflmeht of.a high proportion of needs at the "basic unit"
level is essential for the working of the system, as well as
'being the least costly service. A high degree of local self-
sufficiency -is not only convenient, it is also necessary. The
de'Velopment'of library consortia is a response 'to this
necessity.

The National-Library of Medicine recognizes this, and among
its extramural services it provides a grant program Whereby
matching-fund seed grants are provided for the establishment of
consortia. Grants have been made available to a number of groups
in California. Indeed, funding for the 1981 meeting of consortia
was.made possible from this source. NLM also prollides assistance
for grant proposal preparation through its Regional Medical
Library program. In California we are fortunate in belonginq to
one'of the most effective RML programs, .the'Pacific Southwest ,RML
Service headquartered at the UCLA Biomedical Library.

The Pacific Southwest RML Service has a number of 'functions
beyond grant-proposal.assistance and being'the regional keystone "
of the referral network described above. Of particular
importance for the MEC system is its continuing geries of
training programs for hospital librarians, held at varying
locations throughout the .State. Such continuing training helps
seasoned librarians keep up'with current developments and
intrbduces newcomers to some of the domplexities of health- '

infoimation services. .An important subset of such training
efforts is the RML's program of initial training'and continued
technical updating.for the computef-based online referehce
services provided by the MEDLINE family of databases.

Health Science library consortia, a.coordinating AHEC
Library/Learning ResourCes Program, a Regional Medical Library
network, a.natiodal biomedical communications system--an
impredsive line-up, but noethe whole team. The healeh
professions do not exist independent of the wider society, nor do
health science libraries. One .of the great strengths of the
consortium movement in California'is the involvement of different
typAs_of_librazian, The sponsoring consortium for the November
conferenCe, for example, is an association of 18 institutions
that includes 'hospital, public, _academic, and special libraries.

This inclusIon of non-health-science libraries adds a



dimension of expertise, of information resources, and even of
delivery systems that would be otherwise lacking. Particularly
important is the linkage with the public.library networks by
which California is well served--albeit with shrinking financial
support. Under the leadership of the State Library a new master
plan for Califvnia libraries is currently being formulated, and
will include the promotion of statewide cooperation among all
types of libraries. Health science libraries are already taking
part in such cooperation and, in terms of our AHEC goaIi, further
strengthening the educational support for health professionals.

It is not modesty, in my role as"direCtor of an academic
health science library, that has led Me not to give a starring
role to this category of libraries. We do play a role in AHEC-
related information services. But it is primarily supportive, in
providing backup for document and reference needs and. acting as
resource libraries in the RML network. Our involvement is
sincere; all of the libraries from the cooperating academic
health scienZ:e centers in the California AHEC arerepresented on
the library program's advisory eommittee, and many have
substantial commitments to local AHEC programs.

The starring role nonetheless' belongs to the "basic unit"
lbraries, those on the firing line in underserved areas who must,.
meet the immediate information needs of the educational programs.
In forming consortia:, from the smallest (with five member
libraries) to the largest (with 10, they are showing all cf us
how to marshall our resources for the common good. They are also
showing us how a good idea can be developed into an even better
one.

One does not have to subscribe to the current "punctuated
equilibria" revision of evolutionary theory to recognize the,
deyelopment) of a consortium of consortia as an evolutionary leap
forward. Tor the comfort of the gradualists among us. I can also
point to some'step-by-step Occurrences leading to this change.
For example, "old generation" AHEC consortia are helping in the
development of "new generation" AHEC consortia-and thus not only
sharing experiences but also building new linkages. (The Merced
consortium from the old CSJV AHEC, for "Instance taking a
4buddy" role in helpingithe group- in ReddinT develop its
consortium, as well as providing a training program for new
groups in cooperation with other Central Valley libraries.)

The role of the AHEC Library/Learning Resources Program in
all of these developments is a proper one. The *program's
coordinator, Marilyn Jensen; truly is coordinating this
connection of libraries and encouraging the emergence of inter-
consortia cooperation. At the same time the "basic unit"
lit;rarles are becominG more-indepenclentof-trarzszuTts"--
librarieswith-excellent timing as serVice costs rise at the
latter, and,cost recovery practices are being instituted. Above
all, the development of interdependence among hospital libraiies
will strengthen their groitp self-Sufficiency, so that.they will
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be 1?etter prepared to sustain their activities when the AHEC
program is phased outwhich is, after all, one of our goals.

.I am 'proud of the 4ork of my AHEC,polleagues and of all of
my colleagues in the primary health,science libraries who hate
brought his 4portant developmedt into being. In the process of
saying so, I have just about runout of "consort"- e
related words. But there is one from the 19th -centurk (now
largely unused in favor of "symbiosis") that I would like briefly
to revive: 'consOrtism. It refers to the association of two or
more entities, each one*of which-is dependent on the other(s) for
its existence or well-being. In one sense all of us working with
AHEC are indulging in consortism: we are all in this. together.
May the "Council ,of Consortia" flourish, to the vell-being of us
all, and the continued support of eaucation for health
professions.

,
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

MARJORY JOHNSON (Assistant Director, San Luis Obispo City-CountY.
Library): Welcome to San Luis Obispo County. We think this is a
very .special day because it is our fixst 'statewide conference of
23,0a1th sCience- libz'ary consortia. I looked up in Webster' s to
see what "firist" reakly means_ because this is the term Lynne
Levine used in all of our publicity. "-First" is the earliest,
the primary, leadingi principal, 'highest, prime, the one. That
certainly does, describe our getting together here todax.. Our
forum is entitled "Expanding Opportunities for Cooperation .in'
.California," which has been the, theme song Of public librarkes in
California since .P.toposition 13. (Irn-, from a public libraryand
I know'. ) Today we hope to get to.know each other and to learn
how, on a consortia basis, 'we c.an help each other. In..other
words, ,how to commlnicate and participate.

,

This ,day was pla'nned by a committee of. Lynne Levine, Betty
Maddalena, Clara-Keller -ahd Robert Meyer. Lynne LevIne is the
Coordinator of out Coastal Health Library Infolaj..ton Consortium.
She Was a librarian in Connecticut for thirtee'n'YeIrs. She's
been in California two years. She has been with .the Consortium
eince February of 1981 (nine months) and she has accomplished a
lot with us here in those nine months. It. is, a pleasure for me
to introdace to you Lynne Leirine-, the one' realiy' responsible, for
Air first statewide ,conferenpe on health .science library
consortia. .

LYNNE LEVINE: I 'm really very happy to see*everyone here today.
It's been a long while in the planning, and now-it's real, and I'm
just delighted. I am net the only one responsible for this
meeting. Thisall came together With lots of help. And the
people i'd like to thank are all tiere today. They are- Betiy
Madda,lena from the Merced Countir Health Infoimation Consortium;
Bob Meyer, Coordinator of the Centiol. Coast Health Sciences
Library Consortium; Clara' Keller also from the.Central Coast -

Consortium; afier, Camilla Brown Reid, who is. a wonderful volunteer.
(She turned up in -Californiajust,at the right_time_and_lob-
nabbed ler., and she ha-s -been just awealeh of 'help. ) All theie-\. people spent houks with me -one day in Salinas to map out, this
program, 'and everything that we' re going to be doing today, is ,
really due to ail of their planning. Marilyn Jensen and Connie

!Fly-from the california Area Health Education Center (AHEC) have
also provided wonderful supportw They contacted many of you
.personally and did a lot of Pcoordinating throughout the state 'for
this day. I also-want 't,o thank Mary Lou.Wilhelm, who has been.my
main support anr1 consultant for everything since I've been with
the aonsertium,- itlia-Firtitalierkern, a efilightfu-1- you-ng woman who . .' has helped me get the packets together and handled the
reservations, and Marge Johnson for all the beautiful fThwers and

u the cefiterpieces ontkthe tables. Thank yOu

4r
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. WHAT'S -1APPENING IN LIERARY.COOPAT1ON IN.CAL.IFORNIA

MARJORY JOHNSON t first speaker is`Marilyn Jensen. Marilyn
received her libral6 degree from the University of.Cali,foknia at
Berkeley. 'Since then she has worked in a.large.ffiedidal-center'
library (University of California.at San FranciScc).,and several
special and hospital librakies.. dile year she,spentan exchange
yearsit the Pacific $outhwest Regional Medlcal Library Service'
(PSRMLS) at.UCLA. From 1973 to 197S she,initiated the fiist
(0eie we go again) the first California-AHEC Library' Prpgram, in
six rural counties'in the Central:San Joaquin,Valley. Then.about
a year and a half ago she returnea to AHEC-to,adSuhte..the new ,

position of Statewide Coordinator-for some seientee0HEC,library
prograisnt,throughout California. Marilyn is 4Oing to-t44 to us
on "What's Happenin4 in Librdry Cooperation in California."

go

.MAgILYN JENSEN:. Thank you Macjory. I'm d lighted-to"see 59 Many
4 ;

people here today and I eepecially want tc'thank Mary Lau.
Wilhelm, the Director of the Cuesta College'Libracr, becaUse
understand she is the one who had the idea far thid'forum 'a. long'
time ago when' tbe.grant proposal.waS written. .We owe,her debt-

s,
.of giatitude,

., .-

"Librau Cooperation in California" --.'tkiere ils.a great deal
of'it. You are awake of some sote it. - rbecAme more aware
as I tried to put this talk together..'And frankly When.I triel
to limit it to twenty minutes I felt 'like a--mosquito.in a nudist
colony -- Vow where to begin! avt I'll Xry.' Let.me
first giVe 'you a.brief historical perspective, thema iundoign Ot.4
activities today,and finish up with some In4ormation about
activities of some specific health science 1Tbrary consortia in
California., ) . -

The first example that I dould come across-of substahtial
formal cooperation among libraries in Calgormikwas,a,uplon list
of serials compiled by a group of speciar-librarians'in.Southern
California. They-had special needs, like hospital .and'-health

---scAence-librarians, and many were individua/s witholit" sufficient
library background or t;aining. So they banded together and
groduced a unionlist. /his was mow get-this -- this was in
1925. That is fifty-six years ago! SO. weard really not all.
that'inbovative.

-

'Historically then we jump to the.forties ahdlfifties when
many pbbllc_libraries began coopdrating. Libraries within 'cities,
and/or counties got together and realized they.Meeded to
coonerata and share their_Lesoimme

.

1

.

.A little bit later the reference c enters 1,in California came
'into being. .Most of you.are familiar with such'centers as,6ARC,
the Bay Area Reference Center in San Francisco., aSack;Gäld in

.; .

a f-
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Southern California, and CIN, the Cooperative Information Networic
in the South Bay. ..Those centers have become an important
resource for patrons of all kinds of libraries.

The 1970's were particular years off cooperation and mOst
libraries of any substantial size during the 70's became members
of cooperatives. These might have been ust small informal
groups where librarians talked on the telephone and decided to -

cooperate, or they could have been very large, multi-
institutional systems where there were legally air-tight
contracts, such as the public library netwoks. And about that.
time, 1969 to be exact, is when the Pacific Southwest Regional
Medical Library Service (PSRMLS) came.into being. I'm sure most
of you are familiar with PSRMLS, and-know Bob Bellanti who is
here today represeiti4 our RML. PSRMLS has always promoted
cooperation among li aries from the very'beginning and, 6f
course, they are fu ed by the National Library of Medicine, who
is responsible for Initiating the "biomedical communications
network." This.netWorkainks hospital libraries with larger
're§ource 1. 4.1 a then to 'the regional library, and
ev ly the Natpional Library of Medicine for backup support.
PSRMLS has been veky helpful in promoting NLM consortium grants
for hospital libraries. Many ot you he're have'received NLM
funding. PSRMLS also provides workshops for hbspital librarians
throughout California and I think one' of the best things that
happens following these workshops is the cooperation among
librarians that occurs. 'They begin to talk with one another,
find out about mutual problems, goals and needs. They not only
communicate but begin to cooperate after they return to their
,libraries.

Then a few years later, in 1973, the AHEC Project he4an in
California. This Pxoject provides educational prqgrams to bring
health-professionals into areas where we do nOt have enough of
them (underserved areas). The AHEC.Libkary Program has been in
important compbnent of the California AHEC Project from the
beginning: .The philosophy is that by improving libraries,
library resoures'and services in these underserved areas, the
professional environment will be improved and health

6 professionals will be attracted to these areas and may -decide to
stay.and practice there. The AHEC has worked very closely with

- the L ahd we've jointly sponsored prOgraMs and in many other
ways complemented each other which Sas been, I feel, of value to
both ofus. (

4

.1 The California State Library has also been active in
prombting cooperation ind in taking a leadership role for public
libraries. This year, 1981, it has been exciting to see the
Master Plan for California libraries begin to.develop under their

. leadership. As many of you know there have been meetings of
representatives from all-kinds of libraries throughout the State:
vublic; school, law, medical, academic, etc. Bob Bellanti has
been the representative for health sciences and medical
libfaries. These Tepresentatives met and decide&.that a Master

lo a



Plan for California libraries was in order and sinte then there
have been a numbei of working groups that have met to put'
together goals and objectives. 74hat they want to corde up with is
a plan.that shows "we've got it together," we:know where we are
going, we know.what we want to' do. It_could be .something, for
instance, to present to the State legislature, to our
administrators, and t-9 qthez people who support our libraries so
that we all know that\we afe going.in the same direction and are'
not pulling in separate directions and asking for funds that are
going to overlap. So I think that is reallry an exciting movement
in California. And I encourage you to take an interest and to
read the draft and .offer your comments when it is circulated.

4

Another agency that's been active in California is CLASS. '

#Many of you are members of the California,Library Authority for
Systems and Services. Essentially it,is a publIc agency
supported by state funds as.well as fees from member libraries.

kThey hope to be the facilitator of resource shari
a

projects --*
the kinds of things that individual.libfaries woul f,ind it
difficult or not cost effective to do. on their own. ey have
already put together a number of.union lists. Maybe you have
'heard of CULP (California Union List of Periodicals), CALLS
(California Academic-Librarie:s List of Serials), and CATALIST.*
I am not suggesting that you should own all of these lists. Some

J of them are probably in your nearby public or college libraries
and are better situated there. But you should be aware they

D ,exist,and know where-they are located in your communitY. -

Ttiso other important union lists in California that you
should be aware of are COSAP (Cooperative Serials Acquisitions
Project) and the union list published by the Medical Library
Group.of Southern California and Arizona.* COSAP will be coming
out very soon through,the UCLA Biomedical Library. It will have
the holdings of the resource,libraries, viat is the university
medical center libraries im our region. And it will probably be
$12-15, so most of your libraries will be able to purchase a .

copy. It will help you in locating medical serials in
California,*and with in4rlibrary loan fees going up it would be
a useful ILL tool. The MLG union list is now in its fourth
edition. It has-been Computerized a91 will be available very
soon, again through UCLA Biomedical Library. It will include the
holdings of about 100 institutions, the member libraries of thaf
Group. The cost will be $40-50, depending on whether you're a
member, so it may be something one consortia might consider
purchasing cooperatively.

Another interesting activity occuring in Southern California
t4atihas to-do with cooperation is the coupon system, a system
organized through the MLG where you can purchase coupons (one
dollar per coupon) and use them as script among libraries. So
instead of having to pay in cash for interlibrary loan they use
these coupons. It saves a lot Of red tape. In fact they are now
being used to pay for other services such as MEDLINE searches.

*Sei Appendicies
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Now I would like to concentrate on some specific California
health science library consortia. Most of them have had support
from the AHEC, RMf and/or the National Library of Medicine. -,

. First, there are two in Southern California that are
Somewhat unique and specialized. One is CHIPS (Consumer Health
Informaon'Program and Services). They have concentrated on
patient and consumer health education. They are, or were, funded
by LSCA, the Libtary Services and Construction Act. They
concentrate on:bilingual information: English-Spanish. They
publish,a newsletter, bibliographies, have TEL-MED, and share
audiovisuals. In other) words, they are quite active. CHIPS issa
cooperative between the Los Angeles County Public Health-
Department, which means the county hospital, Harbor General, and
the Los Angeles Public Library.

Another specializgd group in Southern California is the
Nursing Information Conjortium of Orange County. Joyce Loepprich
from U.C. Irvine is here today, as their tepresentative. There
4re 24 members from various kindt of institutions (including 14
hospitals). They are presently funded.by the National Library of
Medicine and are using their funds to purchase nursing materials.
They are hiring a clinical nurse speciallst, .and will be having
programs at.community colleges to teach ntirses.how to use
libraries arid how to develop library skills. They have a
computer-produced list bf their books and journals, and they
publibh a newsletter.

In describing the temainder_of the consortia I am familar.
with1. I would like to proceed in order of their development, the
youngest ones arst.

4.

Up'near the northern coast of the state a consortium was
recently developed%in Ukiah indluding some 14 libraries (6
hospitals) called the Mendocino-Lake Regional Medical Library
Consortium. Anna Chia, medical librrian at Ukiah Adventist
Hospital, is here today representing that group. The
institutions met together and hired a consultant tO help them
write a grant proposal, so we'will keep our fingers crossed that
it is accepted. That is an isolated, rural area where resources
are very-limited:

The next one in line of development is the Redding Libra y
Consortium situated in the Superior California AHEC ;egion.
Randa Gregory, the consortium coordinator is here today
representing"that group. They are a smaller group, about five
libraries at this time,ebut they are doing some interesting
things in outreach. Randa has been visiting a lot of smaller'
hospitals north of Redding providing consulting services and
trying to establish a network for information transferral. (I
think that is an extra consottia activity that ia very
.worthwhile.) That region is also very isolated as many of you .

4. know. They have also published a Union list of serials and have
)sponsored some training programs in cooperation with the AHEC and
U,C. Davis. We just.learned last week that their grant.
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application for the first year-of.funding was approved, so now we
have,to keep our fingers crossed that funding will be forthcoming
very soon.

The Coastal 'Health Library Consortium is next in line and s
you'khow, Lynne.Levine is the coordinator of that group. They
are responsible for having this forum today, which is funded by
NLM. The consortium centers around San Luis.ObispO with
headquarters at the Cuesta CollAge Library. There are 18 members
(8 hospitals), and they meet monthly and have published a union
list of serials, a newsletter and a resource directory.

The Central Coast Health Sciencel Library Consortium is just
ahead of them in stages of development.- Bob Meyer is the
coordinator, along with Clara Keller, the medical librarian at
Natividad Medical Center. .They are presently, in their second
year of funding froM the National Library of Medicine and are
involved with collection-development and shared acquisitions.
There are about 15 members in that group and it is centered in
the Salinas/Monterey area.- They alid have a, union list and a

. newsletter. One new idea they are exploring is that of a circuit
rider librarian who would provide servide to the small outlying
hospitals that lack adequate library staff.

Next there is the Medical Library Consortium of Santa Clara
Valley in the San Jose area. That is a very active, dynamic
group and they have accotplished a greA'"deal. Susan Russell,
from the San Jose Hospital was hoping to be hei-e today, but was

, unable to make it. AHEC dan't take:any credit for the
development of this group. They were --anded in 1977-1980 so they
shave been:won their own" now for a year and a halL They are
still going strong. Rather than hire a coordinator as many
consortia do, they funded a part-time clerk to work in the
jargestrhospital library to be available to photocopy and mail ,

material.to the members.. This service has been continued thrRugh
dues collected froi the member institdtions. I think there are
seven members. They have also compiled,a computer-produced union

, catalog OfLjournals; books and audiovisuals. They recently
determined that this list was less expensive produced on
microfiche, and in fact saved enough money by using that format
to buy each institution a microfiche reader. Their group also
provides free consu1ting service to non-member hospitals in their
area.

And now last, but by no means least, is the Merced County
Health Information Consortium. Betty Maddalena has been the key
person,to'spearhead this group ahd keep it moving. Their
consortium has seven members, and as most of the others I have'
mentioned, the members represent not only hospitals, but public,
'academic and other special libraries. Their consortiuM
encompasses one county but because of their succesa and
willingness to share,'their influence 4s spreading. Betty has
.been asked by other groups, especially AHECr'to share her
expertise. Their funding was in 1978-1979, so they have.been_
without federal funding for sOme time, and Betty would be-a good
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resource person to tali with.about this period of development.
Betty's group is'also closely tied into a public library -network
(49-99) as are many of your groups. This tie in is very
beneficial in that she can receive van delivery service from as
far away as U.C. Davis or the State Library. The Merced
Consortium has also agreed to be a "buddy" to the Redding
consortidm, whict means they are.available for consultation and
advice. .Betty has visited Redding and has extended invitations
.to members of the consortium to visif.the Merced libraries. If
the Redding consortium receives NLM funding, the expense for such
travel was included in the proposal.

.1 think that-id one of the most exciting things I see
happening here in California. Throughout the state, libraries
are getting together and consortia (formal and informak) are
being formed. This is often with support from the RML and AHEC, /
and with seed money from the National Library of Medicine, but
the real eiffort and hard work takes place at the local level. As
these groups develop and gain experience in the_dynamics of -

library coopération, they are beginning to reach out and share..
fa/

Not only are 'books and journals and union lists.being-exchanged,
but adVice and the expertise e6t only comes from experience is
being transferred from one group to the next as new consortia
begin to develop.

406

In iponsoring thit f!tirum today, the eoastal Health Library .

Information COndortium isplaying a key role in this. development.
It is an excellent illustration of how one,group can bring
libraries and consortia together to exchange Information. I hope
it is only.the beginning of this movement towards increased
communication and cooperation among library groups especially
health sciences library consortia.

Jr.

Reference: -

Chadwick, Catherine, "The DevelopMent of
Library Cooperation,in California,"
California Librarian, 39:31-37, October
1978
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HEALTH SCIENCE LIBRARY GROUPS IN CALIFORNIA

MARJORY JOHNSON: Our next speaker is Connie Fly. Connie's
'primary intdiest and 'expertise l'es in the area of rural
hospital libraries. In the last ten years she has worked at
alifornia State University, F esno, where she receiVed-her B.S.

agreei Fresno Community Hospital; Mercy Hospital in bakersfieldp-
and Kaweah Delta District Hospital in Visalia where she is
currently medical librarian. In 1979, Connie was hired as half-l*
time coordinator of the UCSF RegionaPArea Health tducation
Center Biomedical Library Program. She is currently.acting as a

.

library consultant for AHEC in the Northrand Central Coast
regions-. She is charged with stimUlating library development in
health care institutions, facilitating interlibrary loan
cooperation and resource sharing. Connie will be speaking to us
on "Health Science Library Grbaps in California."

.

.

CONNIE FLY: Every health science librarian, no matter what size
of library they, are working in, should be a member of one br more'
medical library groups. The purpose ofmy discussion this
morning is to briefly reviiw the Medical Library Association
-(MLA) and two of Ets chapters: the Medical Library Group of
Southern California and Arizona (MLGSCA), and the Northern
California and Nevada Medical Library Group (NCMLGi. The
objective of these groups-is to fosterpedical and health science
librariet, to iirOmota cooperation among these libraries, and
advance professional growth of health science librarians: 'There
are approximately 5,000 individual and institutional members of
the Medical Library.Association., It Was founded in 1898 and
incoiporated in 1934,. st) Ws been here for a'long time and.
hopefu/ly will also be around to celebrate its hundredth year
which Will:be coming up in about 18 years. There are'nine
categories of mamberipip. The two moit-common'are theregular or
individual membership. Its dues are $45.00 annuallY. AThe other
most .common mambership.is the institutional and its dues are
bagied on"the nukber of subscriptions in your library. .

: Theie are sixteen sections to the Medical Library
Ass.lciatiOn. Of special interest"to many of us is the Hospital.
Library Section. Its dues are $5.00 per year and anyone who is a
member of MLA can join this section. We are fortunate tii have
with us today Camilla arown Reid who is a former officer of that
section so I'm zure if you got together with her later today she
could certainly fill you in about it. We also have application
forms if you're interested.

Continuing education is one of the important benefits of
MLA. . It currently has 36 coursei available for presentation,
with syllabi costing $10.00 each. Another program supported by
MLA is its publiaations. They are: the Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association, MLA News, Directory o .the MLA, Current
Catalog Pral-Mitsits,7YENR-Eo Audiovisual Serials in the Health
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Sciences, Vital Notes on Medical Periodicals, and several
monographs. There are 'other proigrams, that MLA provides. but,

,$. unfortunately, time does not-permit us to lo into them in depth
today. -however, one of the other items which has special meaning
to many of us Californians ihis year is the annual MLA meeting. ,
This meeting .is held in June over a pekiod of about four or five
days apd has a variety of program formats'. This Y.ear it will be
in Anaheini, California from June 12-17 arid if you're not .already
planning tO attend this meeting I hope you. will.

It's. now time to discuss and ,review the Northern and .

Southern California Medical Library Groups. I'm sure ,many of you
are meMbers cif one or the other./. The Northern Group's boundary
lies north of Fresno and has- recently taken into its fold the
state of Nevada. Its dues are/$10.00 per year and the membership
term runs from June 1 to May 31. The Medical Library Group of
Southern California and Arizoila's boundary lies south of Fresno.
Its dues are $15.00 annually/and its membership term runs from .July i to June .31. Bothofr these groups have elected officers.
They Jfiave pylaws, trarious committees of interest, publish
quarterly4newsletters, haveLmembership directories, duplicate
exchange lists and Provide educational, programs. They meet at
least three times a year with an` annual joint meetirig hosted by
one or khe other group in alternate years. Thik coming year the
joint meeting will be held in Monterey' in February.
Geographically, the Northern and Southern groups cover highly
popukated as well as some very rual areas within the three state
region. This geographical distance and diversity has made it
difficult for these organizations to meet all of the cooperative,
professional and education needs of its membership. This has ledrto the formation.of subgrouPs acco'ding to'geographical proximity
such as the Central California Medical Library Group; or
aOcording to,special interests, such as mental health or nursing
groups: I hope after my talk this morning that Aeme of you wilI
share with us some of the groups that you may be 'members of., how
they came to be formed, and what activities you' re currently
involved

Sinde I have been personally involved, since it inCeption.,
with the Central California Medical Library Group, or as I will
now refer to »it as 'CCMLG, I would like to review with you a
little of its historical development,and current status.
Although we have never called ourselves a consortium per se, we,
really do, function as one on 'an informal basis. In 1972, the
AHEC Biomedical Library Program was established. At that time
there was little library development, cooperation or
corimunication tiking place among the San Joaquin Valley libraries
outside of Fresno. This left a large proportion. of the
siX-county area without any kind of quality library service.
Thus there was a large segment of health care professionals who
were receiving little, if any, medical information resources from
their own local medical libraries: By 1975, enough library
cooperation and coMmunication had taken place so that a loosely
structured group of librarians was formed. We had no name, no
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dues, or any-form4 affiliation with another group. Our primary
purpose was simplyto provdde coordination of the union list of-
serials that AHEC published and updated, to provide occasional
education programs, and most impogant, a, means of
commUnicatidns. At that time, partidipants were primarily from
Fresno and Merced counties.* 0317 1977, the,grolig'p activities had
developed a sense of cohesiveness and we chose for ourselves a
name: CCMLG. At'this point' we still did not_elect:officers..,--W-e
thought of ourselves as a grassroots otganization and kind of
liked It that way,: AHEC was still'around nd the AHEC -

Coordinator acted as our secretark, and provided much of the'
otganizational support. In fact, the Coordinator functioned, in
much the same way that some of your consortium coordinators do
now. When AHEC,ifindin4 was discontinued in the Valley in 1980,
it was decided 4hat in order to cbntinue as a group, to obtain
more credibili .with our own hospital administrators, the
outside world, and other formal meOiCal library groupsd and to
continue to provide educational programs of the quality that many
of us were now Accistomed toa me Would have to elect officers.
That was a real growing pain for us. (And that's one of the
topics we are talking about todaY.) We _kind of liked'our
grassroots,organization, so I guess we Went from infancy to
adolescence at that point. We still don't charge dues, and I
suppose at that point we'll become.young adults. I'm not,quite
sure, but I think that we are all beginning to realize that we
are eventually' going to have totcharge.dues to support.the
activities1 that we're involvedlin. Our first prehident was Ann
Keeney and that was, in 1980-81. She is the librarian at Fresno
C..,unity Hospital and-through the years has been almost..a
m tor, to many library managers in providing training for them
an. showing strong willingness to share resources with other
libraries. Our current president and newsletter editor is Betty
Maddalena who ha8 shared with us her expertise in library
consortium development and cooperation. She also assisted in
establishing ties with the,49-99 public library system whichled )
to ourqtnion list being included in their larger one which is
computerized and now encompaises libraries as far north as
Stockton and as far'south as Bakersfield.

The CCMLG4ccomplishmenti to date. include cooperative,
acquiiition of journal titles; We ahalyiOd'interlibrary loan
statiWtics and two or three librarians informally agreed to add a
new journal title that had been requested 'frequently on ILI. So
that's where once again we're performing and.acting like a
consortium even though we don't call ourselves. one. Another is
we've standardized as much as possible our MEDtINE fees. There
are noW five hospital MEDLINE stations in the San Joaquin Valley.
One'is at Merced. There are four in Fresno (at St. Agnes
Hospital, Veteran's Adminiitration Hospital, Fresno Community
Hospital and. California itate University; Fresno). And then
there is one at my hospital, Kaweah Delta Hospital in Visalia.

, So by standardizing our fees as much as possible we eliminate
competition and confusion among our patrons. We also now have
regulir quarterly meetings where an educational program is
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offered. Some of our programs have been very basic, such as the
one on subscription agencies, what.thdy are and when to use them,
or,on binding, to bind'or not to bind our journals. 'We have also
sponsored workshops by the RML such as the audiovisual workshop.

Within your own consortim, you should look to individuals
, who may have expertise in areas like mental health or database
---searrching-and-ask--them-to put-on-a-proykdm roi you----Perhaps once

a year you could sponsor a program with your public library
system. Another important accomplishment that CCMLG,members
enjoy is the qUarterly newsletter. It has given us a sense of
dOhesiveness and is physical rirobf of our group's existence and

,

cooperation.. Another aspect of'our group that is more of a
'commitment than an accomplishment is the-attempt t outreach to
smaller institutions in our own respective regions in trying to
draw them into our group. It is a fine line to tow in the types
of programs that we present and we are beginning to face some of
the very same problems that the Northern and Southern Groups
face, When you have a very diverse. membership. Ai some of our
member libraries grow, and become more sophisticated, they are
leaving tke small rural hospitals behind. Realistically we have
to realize that these hospitals will always remain small and will
always remain rural. ,They will probably never have a full-time +
or even maybe a half-time librarian. The library managers from
these small hospitals wear many hats of which the librarian is
usually only one. Some are interested in libraries, others are
so busy they could care less. It is'thOse that ar interested
and want to learn who we must make every attempt to be receptive
to. We must make them feel nbt only welcome in our groups, or
organizations, but also ,a part of our profession.

. ,

Our final accomplishment lies in outreach beyond our local
area such as to the Central.goast Health Science Library
Consortium centered in Monterey and Salinas. Union lists have
been exchanged and interlibrary loans .are filled when the
requested material is not available within our own respective
groupi. -Here is where the new challenge lies for many of us. As
our groups or consortia grOw, we will find the need and desire to
cooperate with other consortia. It will not necessarily be easy
'because you're dealing with more people and institutional
policies: sThey may not encompass new geographical boundaries so
that these boundaries will need to be expanded. However, the end
justifies the means,,because the patrons we serve will 'ultimately
receive the benefits as we will have a broader base of resources
to draw upon. fr

I hope that some of you.here will share with us some of the
groups that you are aware of that I didn't mention and tell us a
littke bit about them.

JOYCE LOEPPRICH: The Medical Technical Librarians of Orange
County id another group which was formed An the late 60's as a
result of cooperative interactions between several medical
librarians and a desire to me4t together without travelling long
distances on the freeway to Los Angeles. Today the membership
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of the group is.about 40, and consists of special and medical
librarians, library aSsistants, and library technicians..
Officers are- a President and Secretary-Treasurer. Dues of ;1.00
.per year cover postage and mailing expenses. Meetings are field
three times a year and'usually consist of a luncheon followed'by
a speaker and/or a tour of a.,library or library-related
institption.

CONNIE FLY: Yes, that is exactly what we are talking about.
Even though you may be members of a larger group you still may
find therneed to get together locally because of special
interests Dr because of geographic distances, and you may deCide .
to form your own group.

. We formed our own group because many of us couldn't get down
to Southern California. Howevek,---many of us do make a big.effort
to attend the Joint Meeting. We may n6t-be able to attend any of
the othet Southern or Northern Group meetings, but.ye_budget for
the Joint Meeting of the two groups in February. Anothdr-rdason
se formed our group in the Valley is because we had a lot of

) small, rural'hospitals whose librarians did not have any travel
budget. It was the only way we could get together and-have

'meetings. . - (.....

,

I also:want to say that any of you who are interested are
more than welcome to join the Central California Medical Library
Group. We have had some visitors free the central coast who have
come over to a couple of our meetings. When we say Central
California, that also includes the cOast, so we certainly
encourage you to participate in our group as well.

I can tell L you from experience that I get a lot out of
having a newsle ter. The cost is nominal and a,lot of good
information can be tiansmitted through them.

4

Any other groups that you are aware of?

JOYCE'LOEPPRICH: One other group that we have going is th Task
Force for Cooperative Health Information for Orange County It
was formed as a 'result of aconference held at U.C. Irvizé, in
February of 1979 to discuss the need to develop cooperative
efforts to meet the health information needs of.consumers in the
Orange County area. Members include medical and public
librarians as well as representatives from the health
professional grouRs in the area. The task force hah worked
through the LSCA4funded LOCNET (Libraries of Orange County
Network),.and presents recommendations for public library
acquisitidns, educational programs on health and medical topics
identified by reference librarians aefrequently requested by the
health consumer, and'identifies health and medical information
resodices available Or needed in the Orange County area. It's
rather informal, but we have had some excellent programs and have'
become Acquainted with lots of public librarians and the
resources available in the area.
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CONNIE FLY: Another group that I thought of that we just formed
in the Valley, which I think others will see cropping up, is an
online users group, having'tp do with online database searching.
We have only had one meeting so I can't tell!you a lot about it,
but it is not simply for people who do searching but.for anyone
who is interested in it. ,We are realizing that there is a lot of
database .searching-goIng-onand-beirls offered and it is
imperative for, us as librarians to know what 4; available, so
that we can direct a patron_itoming into"our_library with a
question that is not approPriate foF us. We need to know what
libraries are offering database searching, what databases they
'offer, the cost, and where to refer our patrons. So you should
be aware, that it may be happening soon in your area as more and
.more libraries begin offering database searching.

20
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DEVELOPING IMALTH SCIENCE LIBRARIES IN A CONSORTIUMTSETTING

MARJORY JOHNSON: Our next speaker is Betty Maddalena. She has
.been the medical librarian at Merced tommuniiy Medidal Center
since 1974. Her initial medidal library training. was provd.ded
though 'the Pacific Southwest .Regional_Medical_Library,semice
training sessions,. She has expanded.this traiaing..in a variety
of workshops and classes and is currently nrolled in tHe MLS
degree pro.gram at'San Jose State. 'Betty applied for ind-receixed 4).

an-NLM Resource IMprovement Gran't in 1975 and in NLM Consortium
Grant in 1977-79. She has actively supported consortia
development in various parti of ballforpia and has'recently been
involved in consulting work with small hospital libraries. Betty
is going to talk*with us about "Developing Health Science
Libraries in a Consortium Setting."

,

BETTY MADDALENA: I may be talking.directly to only a'few of you
since I looked at the list of .participa4s last ifight and found
that there are some people from very large institutiOns as.well
as'some from,medium and small-libraries. 'It is my belief,
however,, that no two libraries are alike and this is especially
true of medical libraries. So in listening to methis morning,4
4pake What Applies and may be useful to you and look for ways to
tailor any ideas to your own situations.

Mercea is a rural area somewhat isolated from the,usual
sources of health information such as large hospitals and
universities. My hospital is an acute care 176-bed hosPital,
with a residency training program, an affiliation with an LVN and
RN progrim through Merced College and a radiology tech program
.also througA the college. We are located in the San Joaquin
Valley, and until the Merced County Health Information'Consortium
was-funded, ours was the only "medical library in the area.

Like many 'Of your libraries, the dexielopment of the medical
library at the Merced Commurilty Medical Center (MCMCYwas spurred.
oft by.gkant funding from the National Library of Medicine. In .

1975 MCMC received a Resource Improvement Grant which Allowed the
library tb purchase a.core collection of booke anejournals. As
a result of thia collection development, and with support from
the administration of the hospital, the library became a health
information resource center for Merced county. As use of the
library increased, however, by students, allied health personnel,
mental and public health department personnel, professiOnaIs and
staff, it became obvious that.to meet the ever growing.needs in
the county we would need to plan for greater library development.
The conportium.concept seemed to be an obvious solution to futue
growth in Merced.

.

After obtaining the approval of the administrator, a letter
was sent.to all of the hospitals in'the Merced-Marfpoia area, to
the community college and to the county library. The mental
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health andipublic'health departments were also contacted. The
response tb this, ihitial inquiry seemed to indicate an interest
in pursuing the.idea of a consortium.

A meeting wascalled of administrators, library personnel,

and_a_represenatiVe from the pacfic Southwest'llegional-Medidpal
Library Service and the Area Health Education Center to discuss
the,grant,and What would be ,expected from participants. There

'Ywas.some,concein on the part of administration that the imount of
thegrant was too Small to warrant our involvement. The funding

; provided *at t'hat time was $3,000 for the first year/to be used
foriplanning and organizing. It was ultimately decided that even
though the fundiAg would only partially cover the cost of writing
the grant.and developing the *kind of organization that would
become efiectivel.we shbuld move in that direction. We felt that
,if We didillt begin to develop the other hospital librarieg and
expand the rdsourcesevailable in the county, it would be '

imposelble to meet the informationgl needs that were grbwing each
dpr.

: But an effective consortium does not develop miernight. It
:tikes planning and it takes time. ,ouring the first year, the
,plinning year; we' offered two workshops to traid library staff in
medical .referenbe and to familiarize them mith the library
inform#ion network. We held monthly meetings of library

?*epreientatives. Ai these meetings-we developed our second year
proposarideae worked out the problems of sharing.and generally
became a cohesive_group.

Our second year funding beggm in September 1978, with a
total of $14000 to purchase books.and journals. The matching
funds mere to be used by each inititution in a yay which they
felt would bemost beneficial to their library.

We must keep in mind,.however, that while grant funding is
very nice and can serve as the means to establishing libraries,
it must not be the end in itself. If you reCeive a grant, refer
to it often and in ways that.will help gain future support. For
instance, in talking to administrators remember that the receipt
-of funds comMite yom to a certain level of service and future
support. In talking to physicianst'staff and the community,
realize that receiving a grant shows that ?bur library is.an
imPortant'part of the health care scene. Use,the fact that you
have received a grant in any way that fits your situation and
that will help you to promote your library's image ,and its
services. Don't view the grant as an end because it is only the
beginning.

NOw I would. like to talk a little bit'about some of the
components in the development f a health science library, and
then show how each of these components develops in the consortium
setting. . . ,

O One of the,primary components is administrative support,
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This'is usually in the form of a budget, but hopef4lly will /

incrude other Xindeof suppott as well. ,The best approach in
&gaining adminittrative support would be to either hive an
administrator who is a librarzuser or.to tiarn him or het inte a -
library user. 4ome suAgestions might_be_to-send-nlm-literature,
on some topic which you know is currently.bein4 considered by
administration.- If you are not already a department head,.you
might try to become one. This will he/p you to beawire9 what ._

. is being'planned.and allow you to tie more responsive to-the.
intergsts of youi users. Keep in mind that it is tfie librarianl,s
responsibility to understand and meet the informational needs of
the hospital's Administrative ataff and to educate the stAff,as ,

to what a good library is'and does. The librailan-hould be an ,
etfective:managei which includes preparing and aahering to a i

budget, staff ( or volunteer) arid providing a
comprehen ive quality informat.on service that supports the
.objectives of-the hospital.

The second component for.development is your user ,

pOpulation. fn my library this Includes physicians, atudents;
staff-And members of the community. EaCh of you will be guided
by your hospitil's policy as to whom you will serve. If there is
no policy you will help to formulate'one: Your involvement in
consortia thabinclude public and azadem4 libraries, will tend. ta-
open your libraries.perhaps a little more than they have been in.
the past. I feel'that this will be a good developmeht, but one ,

whicA will reqtire the formul ion of new guidelines. I dan't
, think that you need to fear that you will be Overrun by the SI

public or by studen s, You can work with the members of your
d:Insortium.to devel p.guidelines. But keep in' mind that the'
r4aaon for the libr ry's existence should be to provide
s,.

infortation. -Your user population-will be _happy if yOu are ,

risponsive to their informatOn needs. Requests are your key to
:i formation needs. You may-dhot choose to .purchase every book
reqUeited but you will need to find some way of providing the
iliformation. I find th a 'people are 'happy if you can provide
them with the informatio they need and they do not really.care
how you'do it. 'The step .to medtinq user needs include:
1) developing a,core collection to enable you,to be as self-
sufficient as possible, 2) developing ties with other librarfes A

'to help meet information needs that are beyond your collection, -.

and 3) gettingto know Your collection. I find that is valuabl,e.,

Look at each book as it arrives (when you have a small tnough
collection) .and see what kind of tables it has, what information
might be in the preface and introduction,.and what subjects are
covered. I also look it each journal as it arrives and route
table of-contents to interested persons or certain articlet of
4nterest,, .I realize that ,if ydd subscribe to hundreds of trtles''
You will need to be selective.

.
_

.
)

,

The final, Most important, component is the, librarian.
Ispeciai/y in small. medical libraries it is the lIEFiiiiiiwho r

take the,Iibrary. Those working in meAical librariesvill find; .

that their'role includes a mixture of diplomat, detective, /

4
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marketing specialist, administrator, janitor and much more. Your
job is a very important one and a Very exciting one. The books
and /ournals that you are purchasing with your funds will only be
asuseful'as you make them. The American Hospital Association
has said', in part, that the library is more than a warehouse of
stor6d j.nformation. It is an essential source of knowledge,-
capable of generating information and that the library represents
all the interests of the hospital. It is up to the librarian to
see that this holds true.

Ideally the library should be a learning center and.the -

librarian an information specialist who is aware of the
information needs of the institutiOn and has the expertise 'to
either meet'those needs herself'or to know how to contact those
who can.

Having briefly looked at what I see as the components of
library_deVelopment, let's look at how these components fit into
a Consortium setting.,

Administrators tend to be impressed by efforts to minimize
costs while maintaining levels of service. The financial
advantages of cooperation can be shown. Administrators also know
that consortium involvement is very popular with agencies such as
JCAH, the jloint Commidgion,on Accreditation of Hospitals. Your
consortium membershiP needs to be documented in your policy ana
procedures, and mentioned when your library is being inspected
tor accreditation.

As I stated earlier, the individual uSing your library will
be happy if you.can provide the information he or she needs.
Consortium involvement will help you tojdo this. Sharing of
resources and planned collection development will provide for a
greater information pool and the sharing of expertise means
ultimately-better qervice for the patron.

Moat of the benefits of consortium involvement are for the
librarian. In a 1979 article by Robert Sekerak-reporting on the
five-year%experience of a consortium in a rural area of New
England, it was pointed out that the librariafis who were most
active in the cooperative activities achieved the greatest
gains

In closing let me say that the benefits of the consortium we
formed have proven us correct in our decision to work toward its
developtdefit. As we suspected ifi the beginning, the advantages of
consortium involvement go far beyond the initial receipt of grant
kunds., The development of a network of libraries committed to
providing health-related ihformation has expanded our resources
both in materials and in expertise. The idea of collection
development without unnecessary duplication has been especially
appealing in Merced because the library collections are small.
To make the materials we have more readily available, the

,

consortium has been.able to tie into a pathology lab delivery
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system between the hospitals and we can !lbw send and receive
material.twice each day. This makes the sharing of'our resources
as'easy as picking up a phone.

The consortium meel...:ings provide an opportunity to share job
related experiences, expertise, problems andssolutions. The
group can be used to gain moral support. Continuing education.
programs fcir member librarians can be a-project of the

.

consortium.

Since our consortOm was formed we have 'had personnel
turnover in three of our sik member libraries; and the consortiuM
has been able to help the new librarians step into theircjobs
more effectively.

-

Once the attitude and methods of sharing are established
this leads to other areas.of cooperation. For example,-two of
the hospitalspin tebe consortium are-just beginning to 'develop a
patient education "Program and we are able to avoid_duplicatioy of
effort by cooperation.

The initial goals seillby youf consprtium will probably be,
only the beginning. I hope that this theeting today will help to
point out areas of future cooperation which will benefit each ofo
us in our individual libraries-and help us to provide better
service to all of our patrons.
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GROWING RAINS OF CALIFORNIA CONSORTIA - A PANEL

MARJORY JOHNSON: Now we have a panel discuasion-on "Growing
Pains ofiCalifornia Consortia." On the panel are Lyiine Levine,
Betty Maddalena and Robert Meyer. 'You have ,met the first two
panelists already this morning, but I would like to tell you
something .about Robert--Bob Meyer. He has his library degree
from the University of Chicago. He has been an electrical
engineer and mahager of a clinical laboratory. He has held
positions 4X.academic, public and special libraries in Chicago,
WashingtoArD.C., and California. As a library consultant for 18
years, he has engaged.In many user surveys, research studies, ahd
continuing education programs, in addition to library planning
and evaluation. A few years ago he also acquired a masters
degree in public administration. In 1979 he wrote the grant
application for the Central Coast Health Sciences Library
Consortium, And eventually became its coordinator. Headquarte'red
in Salinas, the consortium includes seven hospitals, four
community colleges, two universities and a two-county public
library system. It is now in its second year of operation.

'LYNNE LEVINE: We're gOing to do this in a dhronological sense of
our progression. Our consortium, the Coastal-Health Library
Information *Ccmsortium, is in its first year; Bob's cohsortium is
just approaching or into its second year; ind Betty's has
completed two years and is in its post7.grant state. And so/ we
thought that we would go in that chronological order to give
everybodY an idea of exactly where each of us are, and how we got
there: We can all put the three stages together--first-grant*
year, second-grant year, and post-Irant periodand get an
integrated picture of Consortia development.

The Coastal Health Library Information Consortium was funded
in January of 1981. Our Consortium then consisted of 13
DistitutiOns. Incidently, our'first-year grant was written by
four peoples all having very busy professional jobs in different
places, and the grant wriiing,was done atter hours. Three of the
grant writers are here today: Paula Scott, who is the MEDLINE
analyst at Cal Poly; Marie Logan, the medical librariah at
Atascadero State Hospital; and Mary Lou Wilhelm, who is the
Director of Library Services at Cuesta College:- Gloria
Ballinger, a clinical psyChologist, was the fourth member of the
grant writing team. She was at the San Luis Obispo Mental Health
Department, but has since left for New Zealand where she is,now
working and making her home.

And so the first-lear grant was written by these four very
able people. The Consortium, as I've said, consisted of 13
institutions at that time. We:are now 18.. The groundwork was
certainly laid very beautifully before I arrived, and I think the
addition of members was just a result of making personal

2
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contacts. I felt this personal contact was important and set out
to reach each institution, their administrators, and their staff,
and of,course the librarians and the people who had been assigned
this job.

The cooperation I have received from every Consortium member
has been great.-A shining example of it is certainly evident
today. All bu t). one member library is represented. Seventeen of
our institutions are represented here today! .I would like to
applaud the Coastal Health Library Information Consortium.
That's the sort of cooperation that I have had since the very day

took this job, and that's really the truth. There's been
nothing that I've asked for that I've needed that everyone hasn't
been just terkific about providing. We really are a consortium
and that's the name of the game--to help each other and therefore
help the county health science professionals get better access to
medical information. So, it's this cooperative spirit that we've
been operating under, and that's what rye found on every single
one of my visits. Lots of administrators have been polite, but
not convinced of the importance of the library to a hospital. ,

That's one of the things that' we're going to be talking about,
and it may be some sort of a problem making people aware of the
importance of library services to the professional staff. I've
found in my visits that lots of people in smaller institutions
were not really aware of what library services could mean to

, .

their hospital.

The next order of the day for us was to really get our .

organization together. in terms of a diiectory so that everyone ,

-would know who,eVeryone else is. The first thing that I did was
publish a directory, giving pertinent information about the
institution--its special collections, the contact person,
tAlephone numbert, and so forth. The next thing that we did, in
order to share information, was to publish a uniom list of
seriale-with a committee that worked at culling this all
together. The union list really made a big difference. I

remember the excitement of everyone when I distkibutea the list.
It Was not too long that we all started to use it, working
together and sharing information. Whenever there are requests
that are made, our members have been really excitea about finding
the information right here in the county, where before it was
down to the Regional Medical Library in Los Angeles or the Reese ,

Library in Santa Barbara. Many times there was a long waiting
period foi'information; but now ie,s, most times, just a matter
of a day or two to fill a request, because much of the
information being'sought is rightshere among our ownlibraries.
And so, the union list made a great big change and a big impact
zon'user information here.

Another thing that I found that was really a big plus for
us, was our monthly meetings. We have had super attendance.
We've had at least one representative from every institution and,
in some cases, more, and there's been input from most everyone.
There's been enthusiasm and a lot of sharing. Several people
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have said that they really feel like a famiry. Monthly meetings
are's: wonderful way of exclhenginTinformation, 'anecdotes, getting
work.done, and also seeing eadh other's libraries since we meet
at a different library each month, and most of the host
librarians will provide a tour. We were at Atascadero State'
Hospital last month and Marie provided-a tour of the entire
hospital, which most-had never seen. Sharing is easier whenlyou
know who you're dealing with and you know the institution you are
borrowing_from.

.The newsletter is another way that weive found to
communidate between Meetings. The newsletter is sent out onde a
month and it generally is sent out about two weekt after the
meeting, providing the minutes of the last meeting, information
of the coming meeting, and whatever other information that I want
to exchange or get to iembers--such as free offerings, changes
and updates in the Union list, and changes and updates in the
directory:

One of the things in ihe newsletter that lots of people !have
found interesting is our first column, "Gettini to Know YOu." We
tave a brief biographical sketch aboUt each of our members. .A
different memberAs featured each month, and it,isn't limited', to
their professional life and,credentials. It also toudhes on
their personal side, talking about hobbies, family, travel, etc.

We have started library dommittees.where they have.not
existed. I've'talked to committees comprised of'the hospital
staff and head df departments. The hardest job I'vehel,i6 to
make people.in institutions, staff members, doctors, nurses, ,

phisical therapists, dieticians, all hosptal staff, aware of how
library services can make their life,easier and help them do
their job better.'

Most people, and all of you whb are iibrarians know thata'
lot of people think that librarians just stamp books. We all
have to get out there whether it be in a medical library,,'schOol
library, or a university library, to spread the word that there
aie a lot of things that tappen and that can happen through

1

librarians-and the srvices that we Tender. That is something
that I hope to continue to put before everybody next year.

.y

'My main thrust for next year is spending more time with each
indiVidual library. A lot of our hospital libraries do'not have
full-time medical librarians. They're sniall and their library
services hafen't 'been developed to that point: And so, until, ,

they do, I certainly hope to get into thedibiaries and help the
medical records people, most of whom are now in charge of the
library as well. With this dual burden, these people need help
and support. I see my role during our second year as providing
technical and moral support to them.

And so, that's were we are. We submitted our grant on
October 26, 1981, and we are hoping to be funded for a second

29,
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year. I'm going back east on a personal visi (my family is back
there), and I've artanged an appointment with the program officer
of our grant and to have a tour of the NLM. Since it will be
just a day or so before we are supposed to heir the, decision, I'm
.hoping for good news while I'm there.* So that's what we've don&
and where we are.

New Bob.and the next stage of consortium development.

SOB MEYER: My assigned'topic todak is Cooperative
Acquisitions." This is the Lind of talk I like to give, but
rarely get a ,change to, whw:e I'm supposed to.ask questions'and I
don't have to answer them. Before doing that however, I 'wvuld
like to introduce several people who are here from the Central
Coast Health Sciences Library Consortium. First and'foremost is
Clara Keller, the Natividad Medical Center Librarian who'serves
as the Resource Librarian for the Consortium. That means she
handles all the technical questions, interlibrarTloan-
transactions, getting out our union list of serials, and anything
that involves brains and a knowledge of medical.literature.
Anyone who -wants,to know the inner workings of a consortiUm,
Clara can tell them. Also:present are D. J. Zitke, the Medical
Librarian of Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital, and Berniede
Castro, who is, the Medical Records Director-and Medidal Liprariah
at the George L. Mee MeMorial Hospital in King City. In I

addition; Camilla Brown Reid, a former consortium coordinator
from the southeast part of the country, an officer in the Medical
Library Association and a hospital/medical'library consultant,'
has been working with us while her husband pursues his dental
resideney at Port Ord. .7

Although my role is to desCribe what is typical of a
second-year-consortium, I want to back-irack a little to -tfile
first year, and put in a word of thanksfor all those peoge who
helped us get started and who continue to. help us keep going.
The AHEC people were instrumental from the beginning. The
Biomedical Library Coordinator, at that time was Lynette Jordan,
and ahe and Clara Keller worked.orCgetting'the consortium started
befoie I appeared on,the scene. They did all the necessary,
groundwork of ringing doorbells and calling on people and-
cOnvincing them of the need for consortium activity. Making

? Lynette's place is-Cennie Fly, who has been totally accessible
and available, auid a fountain of information aboUt things to do
and how to solve pr,oblems. Working with her at the Statewide
level is Maiilyn Jensen, who is also available with advice and
wise guidance,'ind who can often supply you with useful articles
on most problems you will encounter. I encourage all of you to
make use of these kind and knowledgeable people, becaute they are
so extremely helpful in so many, ways. Apd then there is PSRMLS,

*Editor'S Note:,In December, 1981 the Coastal Health Library
Information Consortium was funded by the National
Library of Medicine for its second _year.
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.) Bob Bellanti and his group at UCLA, without whom 'none of this
, would be possible. Never have so few done so much for so many as

that group at the Regional Medical Libraryi,and we all owe them a
lct-of gratitude.'

ffelp is also available through another more informal
mechanism, the old hand-me-down custom in large families, in
which clothing gets passed along from generation to generatiOn.
Each consortium as it comes intabeing benefits from all its
predecessors. When we started up, Betty Maddalena came over'from
Merced, gave a talk tO our group, and provided us with.personal
assistance as Well as all the materials she used to write her own
successful grant applications. They were very helpful. In turn,
,when.Lynne Levine came along with her consortium, I was asked to
provide whatever help I could,'and I was glad to do so,
remembering what .Betty had told me about each generation'helping
the next one. And now we have Randa Gregory in Redding, who is
benelitting trom Lynne's experience and-Tr-OE ours. .Those af you

t, who are starting new consortia can benefit in that way. It helps
a lot to get copies of material that other people have written or
submitted, even though they-may not be totally applicable to your
situation. It savei you a lot of time and trouble, not having to
re-invent the wheel. .

.- Before getting into my assigned second-year consortium topic
of cooperative acquisitions, I'd like toAtention three other
problems that we have encountered so that you might be aware of
potential pitfalls that may lie ahead. Lynne talked about
maintaining enthusiasm, and'that is a hard but vital job,
particularly when, as Betty said, you have diversity of
memberghip. You have to bonduct meetings and present programa
that are of interest to the experienced librarians and college
and/Or publib librarians, as well as to the beginning part-time
hospital librarian who has no library background and who may have
another hdspital job such as medical records, which has a higher
priority in her mind.

We've also experienced an unusual and unanticipated
motiVational problem this year. When we were preparing the
second-year'grantapplication, everyone was 'eagerly asking when
the grant monies would be available for collectIon development.,
(Of our 14 members, 11 applied for and received a $4,000 grant ta
accompany their $1,000 of matching-funds.). The excitement
bontinued until the moment when it was learned that we had
received our second-year funding. I sent the librariansralrthe
forms they need to apply for reimbursement, the new.edition of
the Brandon list as a buYing guide,'ef list of journals that Clara,
had compiled from the Brandon list of those we don't have, and
suddenly everything grollnd to a halt. It was a post-grant
letdown, in that everybddy had been so keyed up to work so hard

. to prepare the material to apply for the grant before the ,

deadline, and whet it me, everybodysimply relaxed: We have
now re-started our engi es, however, and will be airborne again.
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Another problem that we've encountered from the beginning,
one that most every cooperative endeavor encounters, is that
within our area we have three good hospital libraries that are
larger than any in.our consortium, but which have elected from
the beginning to stay out of the consortium.. They all are
staffed by experienced librarians who do furnish us some
cooperation informally, but who are under some restrictions not
to participate formally, or even to attend our meetings. We send
them every issue of our newsletter, every notice of a forthcoming
meeting, personal notes asking them to participate, and copies of
our union lists. This is the old problem of the haves and the
have-nots. The havestare worried that if they join the
consortium it will be a constant drain on their resources, and
they believe they will get very little in return. Those of us
with experience with cooperatives know that isn't a well-founded
position, a_natural_fear.,_but_in practicewhen_thosp large_
-,librarits_do_jain_consortia they-stayin-,--the-consor-tia-stay-
alive, and those people are glad they're in. Often they find out
that they have borrowed as much as they have lent. In addition,
there are all the fringe benefits of consortium membership, such
as sharing expertise, producing cooperative lists, achieving
economies and better collections through cooperative
acquisitions, and doing many other things cooperatively. Sa we
continue to hope they will join in.

Now to the assigned topic, which is "Cooperative
Acquisitions." In thinking about this I gealized that it's
something likt God, in that everybody feels they need it, but
they don't quite know what it is.

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals in 1979
issued a revised standard which all hospitals are supposed to
observe, and which contains the follOwing sentence:
"Geographically contiguous libraries that share their resources
through interlibrary loans.should coozdinate their selection and
retention of library materlals." In taking note of this reyised
standard,.. Brandon wrote: "Up to this point, JCAH had given a
rather generilized interpretation of its principle and standard
for the hospital library. 'Now, that interpretation has become
aonsiderably more specific while still being based upon the needs
of the institution, but additionally, upon the needs of its
cooperative resource-sharing arrangements with other libraries
and informational systets." Brandon added: "By these standards,
JCAH is, in reality, stating that the hospital library is part of
a larger Informational network and no longer merely an entity-
unto itself." And finally, Brandon suggests: "Since this list
can be used as a consortium core list, high-priced publications
could be obtained on a cooperative resource-sharing basis." So
we%ee that cooperative acquisitions is not something we can
regard as a:frill or as optional--it's really part of our duty
and, obligation in running a hospital library and belonging to a
consortium.

*Z'

In looking pver,soMe literature on this subject (some
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supplied by Marilyn Jensen) to prepare for today's conference, I
was able to compile a list of eight objectives or, expected
benefits that relate to cooperative acquisitions programs:

(1) To save money:
(2) To save-space.

'(3) To enlarge the information resources available to
all.

r(4) To acquire items that would otherwise not be
judtifiable for purchase by any one of the
consortium-members, due to cost, infrequent
use etc.

(5) To avoid unnecessary duplication.
(6) To create more authoritative collections on

specific subjects, through assigned
responsibilities for coverage of topics.

CT) _To-__hav_e_conf idence-that-worthwhi-le-i-tems-are-
roperly-evaluated-and-acqui-red-,--010o

through assigned responsibilities amon4t2le
members.

(8) To provide support for the small hospital
library and its librarian.

Now what are the requirements and responsibilities for our .
libraries to bring about cooperative acquisitions? I've compiled
a list of seven balc one:

(1) A needs assessment study, not only for each
individual institution but also for the

/consortiuM as a whole. Those of you who have
written grant applications know that these are
required. We have to know what the user group
in our hospitia really needs before we can do .

any kind of meaningful planning to serve them
properly. And a consortium should really be
more than jukt a sum of its par s; it id an

it
ed'institution itself, and it too as nes.

(2) An awareness of each other's f elds of interest.
This involves sharing those needs assessment
studies, producing and distributing membership
directories, etc. . .

(3) An awareness of each other's collections. In
addition .to discussing interests and collections

.

at meetingsr.you can publish union lista, written
descriptions, visit each other's libraries, etc.

(4) Accessiblity of material to one another. It
Wouldn't help much if an institution had an
authoritative collection but put obstacles in the
way to using it. One ok the central incentives

- for consortium-members should be that the members
will relaxtheir-restriotions and give
preferential services to other members that they
might not give to "outsiders."

(5) An awareness of a'urrently produced publications,
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in_order_to-be-able-to-discuss-potential
purchases cooperatively before they Are
ordered.

(6) Approval of the administration. This topic
wasn't covered much in the literature. To
what extent should the administrator play a
part in cooperative acquisitions agreements,
responsibilities, etc.? Inasmuch as financial
codeiderations.and institutional commitments are
involved, my feeliris that he should be
involved, and my horie would be that the -

objectives and benefits listed above would be
sufficient to gain hie approval.

(7) Agreements. Some basic questions will need to be
settled in this regard. Should the agreements be
formal, informal, or both? How will the
cooperative-acquisi-tions-program adjust to changes
in consortium membership? Whet should be done
regarding enforcement against those-who don't
cooperate, people who say they will be responsible
for this subject or that journal, And then don't
f011ow through? What about thelmbalance.of
s4vices that might occur--does there have to be

. some kind of reimburseient *plant perhaps:an
exchange of services orfinances to correct
imbalances, so that libraries giving more.than
they receift will continue as members of the
consortium? Twoi interesting articlea
illustrating cooperative acquisitions agreements
are cited at the end of this paper.

Finally we come to the question of methodology and ,

techniques--lust howare we going to bring abodt a programtof
cooperative acquisitions in real life? Here's a list of six
potential methods and some questions that have,to be tackled:

(1) Examine existing holOings. Compile union lists
and collection descriptions so everyone can know
what everyone else has, and'what the consortium
as a'whole has. Then discuss what might be,
discontinued, added, or even transferred to
another member if appropriate, and finally who
will take on which subject areas, journals, etc.,
as their responsibility to maintain for the
consortium as a whole. Related to cooperative
acquisitions is cooperative weeding, which can
be a real space saver. Another cooperative
acquisitions/weeding device is the duplicate
exchange list, which enables members to share
surplus materials with ohe anOther.

(2) Review new titles. They Can be discussed at
regular meetings for their suitability for
cooperative action. Interlibrary loan records
for the past year should'be reviewed to see
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which journals everyone has i;een borrowing from
outside the consortium,'and therefore which ones
should be,acquired on subscription, and which
member should do so. You may wish to have
assigned respcosibilities#tor various subject
fields; Harriet Carter's 1977 article in the MLA
Bulletin is an exampl4 of that approach, wheriTE
members agree to collect in-depth in certain
.subjects to the best of their financial ability,
and to make the material available to the other
members. Yoil may wish to assign certain journals
to particular members to. collect, replace missing
issues, and provide. photocopies to other members;
Charles Gallimore's 1980. article in the MLA
Bulletin is an example of that approach.

(3) Consider the different media separately. Are
different methodologies required for cooperative
acqdisitions in cutrent.serials, back runs, books
or audiovisual mateiials? In what priority
sequence will you take up each type?

(4) Discuss expensive items. It's.often said that
you can share the cost of acquiring cbstly
publications,..but howdo you acbpally:,accomplish
that Sharing? Who actually owns;an item purchased
by more,than one member? .

(5) Consider levels of responsibilities vs. ability
to share. Can each member really contribute
equally, if they are of different degrees of Size,
financial support/ institutional makeup, library
resources, etc.?-' o what extent can the small
hospital library that ii trying just to get off
the ground and build a basic core collection,
participate'in cooperative acquisitions
responsibilites that involveAsubject
specializations?

(6) ,Develop evaluation tools to measure the effects
of your cooperative'acquisitions prograM.. We
must be able to identify What its costs and
benefits have been, so that I!, and our

- administrators can intelligently evaluate the
program beyond the platitude stage: We all may
believe passionately iq the principle, but it's
also incumbent upon us to,be able to demonstrate
that the principle, having been implemented,
resulted in identifiable benefits.

A final quote of an old cliche: "Nobody said it would be
easy, but few things that are worth achieving ever are." Thank
you very much.
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BETY MADDALENA: The Merced County Consortium is an eXample of a
"post-grant" consortium. Unce I spoke about the development of
our consortium this morning I will only briefly describe our
history. Basically we received at that time less money than many
of your.grants, ahd we hav fewer members. There are six
institutions in our con ium.

/ think the first y ar was the hardest. The growing pains
we encountered were Of t e type encountered in the process of .

forming individuals into a group. There was a period of trying
to get diverse people togaher. They were really "people"
problems as much as anythin else. It was not just a ma4er of
institutions that didn't want to cooperate, like Bob was talking
about, but there were times when it seemed that we were all too
set in our own mays and too busy with our own .problems to be able
to deal with additional problems and responsibilities. There was
a feeling of: "Do I really want to do this?" But continued
meetings and contacts'began to make the indivuduals think in
terms of the group and we began to operate in that way. I
remember a turning point for us was a lunchedn that we had at our
hospital. Up until that point I had this terrible feeling that
ie were hot going to make it, tIlat it was not going to work. We
all sat down to a fantastic luncheon and it was like all the
feelings started to come together and we became a group. Sofone
thing you might do is feel peoplel I've decided that this may be
a number one priority. We had obviously worked through our
difficult times and things started to gel. As kresult of that I
really feel confident that the individuals in my consortium are
committed to the concept of cooperation and that they are each
looking for additional ways, to cooperate and make it work. This
individual commitment is the best-assurance that I have that the
consortium will continue. We have our meetings and the input is
there. At the last meeting the librarian from Merced College
told the group that they were looking.at computers and mentioned
ways that this could be useful to the consortium. -There is no
way I could have learned about that except that-Pat was committed
and she brought the ilea to us, And that happens all the time,
with contributions from all of the members of the group.
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I think the one really.Pig growing pain, at least one that
we are faced with, is that of the turnover in small hospital

.

libraries and the continuing need to train new.library mahagers.
That started early for us because we had just submitted our grant'
proposal when one of the hospital-library menagers left, and a
hew person "erne in.,' Since that time two other librarians in the
group have left. As a result of the high turnover in the
lhospital libraries, there is a need for continued training.
Perhaps we should develop alternate ways of providing this .

training. One suggestion that has come up in oar consortium is
to go to the communitY' college and see if they can set-up a
training prograA. It would not have to be a long-terth program,
because these people are not going to,be involved in , hat, but
the kind of training that would teach basic interlibra y loan for
instance. Then we would.not have to wait until PSRMLS comes to

--our ar eaw-i-that-iann gs-e ssi-o n7heca1rs thTrtkes too 1 ong,
°and new personnel are just not functioning in the meantime.
-Another suggestion is that PSRMLS or the National Library of
Medicine put their workshops into an audiovisual or programmed
learning format.

The method which we have used-is to go to the llbrary and
train the new person in some of the fundamentals. 'That is
effective;:it works. There is a real advantage to this method in
that new people are very'appreciative and become active
supporters of the consortium as a result. So maybe that is.the
way to do ft.. I don't know. It is difficult to do, hoviever,,
when you are not funded for that.and you don't really have the
time to provide the training it requires to teich a person who is
unfamiliar with librariet. Also, since there ii-not-a planned
teaching program, some important things may not i)e covered.

- So the problem of-training is one which I 'Auld like to see
us talk a little more about this afternoon. How can we provide
training at the level that it is needed, when it ii'needed?

,
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LYNNE LEVINE: After lunch we will, as the program indicates,
have indiyidual group.discussions. The groups will be divided
according to the color code on your, identification tag. Each of
the three grdups will address themselvcts to the questions that we
have brought,up here: Bob's question about the problems of
collective acquisitions, my questions about how to raise library,
consciousness of the staff, and institutional members, and

-.Betty's questions about continuing, education Snd cooperative
workshops for library *personnel. I.think their are questions and
problems that,all of.us are facing or will face-and so an
interchange of iddas will be helpful. Then one person in each

. group will be aLreporter and will give a quick summary of what
the group has cbme up with. Perhaps we won't come up with all
the answers but-maybe we'll come up with some aids and

--suggest-ionsthatwecantsk-ehome with us. So enjoy your lunch
and afterwards the leader in yodr group/014 start off the
discussion. , 1

t
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REPORTS OF DISCUSSION GROUPS

A. TRAINING AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

REPORTER: Ont of the main problems that we discussed was how
do we educate medical records librarians to work in hospital
libraries? The turnover is high. Medical records
hdministrators often wear five hats and being a librarian is
about the last thing they give any time to, and that's
legitImate. Hospital administrators don't necessarily value
the medical library. So what is the role of the consortium,
and what is the role of the so-called "professional" medical
librarians in training? We came up with,a few ideas.

,

One of the first ideasvas just to go out Ind communicate
some enthusiasm, to go out and introduce yourself. Welcome
them to 'your community, welcome them to your consortiUme-and
to your meetings. Explain the role of the library as.you see
it in a clinical setting. Do some hand holding. flefinitely
take along some of the excellent manuals that come out of the
'PSRMLS--the little red, yeilow and blue manuals. There is

' information on how to fill out interlibrary loans, haw to
catalog books, how to provide reference services, etc., some
very basic kinds tt information about procedures we all have
tb do. But-don't simply hand them the manual, take some time
and sit down with them and go through it so 'that they have
some idea'of what is in there. No one reads the manual after
you leave!

.Another idea was a mini-internship prograM (such as AHEC
initiated) where they.not only visit your library but spend a
few days observing. This would bring them into your library.
You,can sit them. down and show them how you fill out
interlibrary,loans or whatever. Sometimes by bringing them
in, you may get,some help.- That was one-of the suggestions.
If they catalbg a book for you, you may get some free help,
and at the same time they have learned how to do it. And
that's not a bad internship type of program to have.

We decided that while the workshops that are given by PSRMLS
and others are extremely helpful, they don't necessarily tome
at the right time, when there are new persopel, and it's
probably best not to wait foi them. There's also a cost
problem which makes it prohibitive for many oflthe smaller
.institutions;to send their library personnel.

Another idea was to compile procedures manuals for our own
in=house use, and. then,share them'with new peoplq as samples
of-how we do bur worX. They might put together their own
manual based on our example.

Another suggestion was.not **vo put ali the burden of the
library on the medical records administrator, which is the
way it traditionally is, but to encourage the people that .
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are currently in that position to train some of their support
staff. Then if they leave there is not a huge gap because
there is someone inside their department who can carry on.
In other words a vacuum is not creekted by the loss of one
person.

We were also concerned with olir own continuing education.
How do we keep.up? And again we decided that while the
meetings given by the Medical Library Groups and meetings
such as this one are very good, they.are expensive and,we
have to keep them to a minimum. So what do we do? One way
is to put together a consortium and get to know each
other-t-not just personally but in terms of collections
(strengths and weaknesses). Who has what on-line service,
and so forth. Then make lists-of contact people. You might
-aptually publish a directory where you list who has ILL fees,
what are the fee schedules, what are the hours, the names of
contact people, strengths and weaknesses of colledtions.
Knowledge of strengths and weaknesses in collections seemed
to be tha biggest.concern, so thaVk we can better direct our
questions to the prOper library.

Another way that we can keep up without having to incur much
expense is'to-'utilize'the free newsletters that come out of
PSRMLS the NatiOnal Library of Medicine, Lister Hill, etc.
'Therb-'44.1e. quite a few like this that make us feel likeve are
not alone. Sómetimes we feel, especially in a little
hospital,:that we niust be the only ones in the world with
this prbblem, and reading those newsletters does help.

r
We also have to get to know the resources of the community.
One resourte'I think we often overlook, is the public
-library. Public libraries have been at this cooperative
business for quite awhile, and we have to learn what they
have available and how we can utilize their resources.

Another community resource would be the courses that are
given in community colleges. There are often courses in
computers and how you use them, and sometimes in medieal
terminology. There are various courses that would be helpful
to us.

We were also wondering what kinds of things we could do as a
consortium that might heap us to grow, and,to better utilize
the services among us. We felt one of the most important
things we could do, of course, is produce a union list of
serials. Another is to begin to,explore ways to get into 'a

i:7union list of books. That is d01ry real problem. But we
had some good examples coming out ef some isolated areas like
Hawaii where a number of librariese not just medical,
cooperated and shared resources. The library with the
longest hours was their repository.

One of our problems, I know, is that we do not have enough
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time to do the things we want to do, and education, although
importint, is a problem. That is where we left it. It's a
real problem.

B. COOPERATIVE ACQUISITIONS

REPORTER:- Our topic was cooperative acquisitions--how to
make a consortium's cooperative acquisitions-program work. I
was.glad to be a part of that group since that is going to be
something our consortium will be involved in, hopefully, ,if -

our grant is funded.

We started out discussing some of.the problems that might
exist. One of the first things We talked about was that many
small hospitals would all be working towards developing the
same kind of core'collections. This cOuld be a problem,
because they all need the:same.kinds of things. One-good
suggestion was that a consortium could link,into the nearest
public library'network or other kinda Of libraries working
together in,order to have access to some of thote things that
small, general hospitals wouldn't necessarily have.

We talked about how to parcel out subjeat areas among
members. It was felt that A particular library would
probably tend to volunteer to collect those things that were
pertinent to them, tO 'their services and training *programs.
This would be true-of books and'journal.subscriptions. Each
institution couldcget'into an area.of specialization so that ..
others could drop Some of their subscriptions: One librarS,
would agree to retain back issues of a journal, and that
would,allow other Librariei ta-save space and mohey.

Then' we asked if we were a,consortidg ready to -start
cooperatiVe acquisitions, how would we begin. We talked
'about having a meeting just to determine the needs of each
library, to discover what kinds of specialization each. one
,would agree to accept, and to determine what they would agree
to do. One good Ldea, it seemed to me, was to have people
give some thought to this beforehand (perhaps a questionnaire
could be sent out). Not only should the librarian give
thought to it, but he or she should talk with the hospital
staff, and library users to'see what their needs are. You
could then incorporate that into what you would hgree to
purchase. In other words, develop a "shopping list" for 'Your
libiary. Then you.would be able to discuss at that Meain.g
who is going to purchase what, and make your tradeoffs if,
that needs to be; Also you could look at your union list of
journals. (That seems to be one of the first aciivities of a .

consortiUm). It would be useful to put the journal list into
some kind of subject arrangement that might show you already
who has a trend im one direction.

Another suggestion was to do an inventory using the Brandon
list. Who owns what on the Bramdon list? And when
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expensive items are needed within.the consortium, you'could
make some decisions. Not necessarily appoint someone to buy
certain things, but perhaps everyone in the consortium agree
to donate so much ta buY it. Then house it wherever it will
have the most use or the most accessibility. There might be
a problem, of course, in deciding where expensive items are
to be .housedifd how they are to be.purchased, and who is to
retain ownership. These-are some questions that would need
to be thought about and discussed.

There was also a discussion as to whether a small hos2ital
library, with just a °ore collection, should be askeeto lend
books, in addition to providing photocopies of journal
articles. it was agreed that usually articles are requested
rather than books,,and often only a chapter is needed, which
canbe easily photocopied. That way a needed book would not
have to leave the smaller hospital library.

There was some discussion about the Kaiser hospitals and
their methods of cooperative acquisitions. It was suggested
they might be used as a model and we-should find.out if they
have a written policy that might give'sdme idea about how it
works for them.

Then, of course/having got that far, we decided that this
whole process was an on-going.operation. There should be
regular meetings where 9.icussions continue. Perhaps
something that a library bought one year was, not that,useful,
and perhaps another library would like to pick it up the next
year. There would also be discussions about new items, new
editioni as they come out and decisions as tb who is going to
buy them. Another idea was to exchange acquisitions lists
among libraries, or maybe even order lists so that other
members are notified when orders are placed, in order to
avoid unnecessary dulilication in purchating.

Then we talked about formal, versus informal, ways.of working
at this cooperation. Most of us Agreed that informality
(except for the formal agreements that are necessary when you
Arp under the restrictions of a grant) 14ems to work best,for
most of us. We are small groups an& it seems to keep things
flowing.

We talked about delivery systems, and even as we sat there we
discovered that there is a courier system running between
some of the hospitals and laboratories in this.region. There
is a real possibility we can avoid delays by utilizing it
rather than the mail.- There' may be other ways'that we could,
possilaty get things tofeach other.

Thenye talked about the evaluation process, the need for it,
and ways of evaluating a cooperative acquisitions program.
One of the main things that we discussed was to keep'a log of
the decisions made about who is going to buy what. That can
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be used to show that your library has saved money by not
having to purchase certain expensive iteMs or saved space by
not have to store them. .It would be a good idea to have
something conpretel.like this log, to show administratois to
prove the value of the Conscirtium and the meetings attended.'

C. RAISING CONSCIOUSNESS ABOUT THE LIBRARY

REPORTER: We were supposed to talk about ways to publiCize
and develop library.services. The first question is how to
create the demand, and theh how to satisfy it.once it's been
established. Most of the time in our discussion we,were
thinking in terms of the hospital library:

We started out considering what the librarian should be doing
in terms of publicising her..library and its services, and
then we got into a largeb picture of regional considerations.
As far as Vhat the librarian should be doing, it was
suggested that you have to worm your way in. You'have to
make yodr services indispensable: establish yourself as a
professional. The various ways this might be done are
through both formal mild ipformal channels. Be highly
visible:: don't hide away in your library. Be out and around

. the institution where'people can see you and be aware of you.
Write articles'for publication in yoUr hospital newsletter.
That's an ideal place .for this type of communication. Write
'about either the services of the library, or'if you can
develop it into a regular featurmarticle, provide some
health informatipn. Have it Something that's signed by the
librarian, it makes people aware of your being there and the
information you can provide.

Also, I believe this dam e up earlier this morning but it came
up again, if the'librarian can be a member of management ahd
attend the regular hospital meetings that is also a good way
to publidize services. At a clinical level, the librarianl
might regularly attend rounds. Thai way you learn what's
going on, what's being planned, and what the problems are in
the hospital. You can then contribute the library's services
to at least providing information, if not solutions. Getting
back to my first point, of "worming your way in", one way to
convince-a reluctant administrator is to find the people in
the institution who are most likely-to benefit from your
services and stirt with them. In other words, develop .a core

, of satiffied 'users ahd use this core to help and support you.
They can be your pressure group to convince'the
administration and other less-convinced individuals.that the
library is a needed part of the institution.

We also.discussed ways of developing library services and got
into a little broader picture. We talked about using
consultants and circuit riders to reach the small hospitals
in isolated areas.to help develop Ithe services in those
areas. And we at least brought up agaih one of the problems



that we talked earlier about, and tha t is f ollowup. You have
the workshops and the people who are assigned to hospital
libraries come to.the workshops and then they go back and if
there isn't any followup they are not likely to institute _

this on their own unless they have a great deal of
initiative: -We didn't solve this problem, we simply brought
it up. How do you maintain the. momentum? Hovi do you keep
people going onde you've given them the basic information and
tried to reinforce it?

Another way to develop library services is to develop
cooperation witk.all types of libraries. You don't realize
until you get into it how you can expand the services in your
institution simply by cooperating with other kinds of
libraries, for instance public libraries.. Of course you must
also know when you have to turn back and-depefid on your own
special services. And when yoWre promoting your sOvices,
you have to be ready.to offer more'than you're asking. In
other words, people have to be convinced that what you can.
provide is greater than what they will have to provide in

Iv terms of fidancial resources or whatever it is that you're
asking them'for.

Lynne Levine provided our conclusion; "You have to have a
.thick skin and be persistent!" .



diGENDA FOR FUTURE CONSORTIA COOPERATION

MARJORY JOHNSON: Camilla received her Masters's tn 1976 from
the University of North Carolina, at'Chapel'Hill. Her graduate
.school concentration was in medical librarianship. Her
experience includes 4 1/2 years as,patients' and'staff librarian
'for a regional psychiatric hospital, as well as eitensive'work
with two.health science library consortia as a part of her duties
there. She's been Chairmad of the State of Georgia'a Department
of Human Resources Librarian's Group, and of the Health Sciences
Libraries of Central Georgia. As Chairman of'the latter, she was
instrumental in developing interconsortia cooperation Vith
another library conaortium in the Atlantic area.

Since moving to California in June .of this lre!ar., she's been,
working as a consultant to the'Central Coast Health Sciences
Library Consortium and as a part-time reference librarian.at
Hartnell College in Salinas. She is actively involved'in
committee-work-within=the-Medirat=tibrary=Assodiation-and 'its
Hospital Library Section. She has two published papers And is
working on two others. She is looking forward to working With
the medical library community in this part of CalifOrnia.
Camilla wifi be speaking to us on "Agenda fot Future Consortium's
Cooperation."

CAMILLA BROWN REID: In the introauction you were told
something about my background but I'd like to tell you a little
more in detail.about my involvement in consortia development and .

interconsortium cooperation. o'

My_first-exposure to any type of library coOperative_was_at
the University of North Carolina at/Chapel Hill, where I worked'
as the-aseistant-to -the MEC liaison librarian, ---the-lialson-
librarian worked with six AHECs throughout North Carolina and the
,librarians from each AHEC met two or three times a year. It wafi
a very loosely knit group, a lot less.structured, I think, than
the ABEC program in California. They relied primarily on the
University for interlibrary loan. The-University carried the
load primarilysfor them.

4

I studied the theoretical basis of consortivdevelopment in
my graduate coutses in library school at UNC, but it' wasn't until
I accepted the position as medical librarian in a regional
psychiatric facility that I really dugkiy teeth into consortia .

development. I helped organize end Vas the Chairman of the State
of Georgia Department of Human Resources Librarians' Group which .

wake consortium of state mental health and pental retardation
libraries. 'The group met qua'rterly, had a union lis t'ot selials,
lobbied for changes in the State of Georgia's classi .-tion of
library pereonnel, and elected officers annually. tt was an
informal, decentralized: group with no permanent leadership at the
state ievel.
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' The second consortium with which I was involved was the,
Health Sciences Libraries of Central Georgia. I will just call
them the Central Georgia Group from nOw on. I worked as chairrAn
of that consortium for 1979 and 1980 and during that time had the
opportunity to,initiate a program of interconsortium cooperation

,with an Atlanta-based consortium. In a few minutes I'll tell you
sbmething about that program and the two.consortia involved. But
first, I want to review the-primary reasons consortia began to
develop in this country. Since the 60's the National Library'of
Medicine had enticed health sciences librarians to partake of her
largesse. Library users came to appreciate and acquire a taste
for free documents and weren't satisfied with their own libraries
meager holdings. Why should they be? They could get just about
anything.they waated. They had access to the finest medical
Library in the nation, probably the world. But soon the idyll
was shattered when inflation and budget cutbabks reared their
ugly heads. As reality.dawned, the-implications became clear.
Budgetary restrictions at all levels would restrict the usagt of
NLM resources, arid the supply of document-a begin -tO trikle
mostly because of the costs passed on through the Regional
Med.ilcal Library Programs. We began to wonder how,we were going
to manage, especially those of us in small hospitals or-in new,
struggling libraries. .Would we be able to maintain or even begin
an acceptable.level of service? And wcirse yet, the library users
were accustomed to getting service free of charge. Ag we know
,this situation generated similar questions from librarians all
over the couhtry, and as comMunication on this problem increased
consortia.began to spring up. We .had to do it, so we did.
Fortunately, the National Library of Medicine also liked the idea
and began encouraging consottium development through its grant

----prOgrams. And I think a lo't of you here have received, or hope
to receive--soon-y---An-NLM-,:grant:But-now-eyen-the-consort-ium-seed.
mon4y from NLM may start to dry up with the new federal
adiinistration. So *hat is the answer to maintaining our levels
of service? Interconsortium cooperation!! All our little grbups
have to do is get together and I think you've made a really good
start here today.

As I told you, I was involved in the development of a
program of interconsortium,cooperation in Georgia. The
consortium with which I was most actively involved was the.one in
Central Georqii. It was organized in 1975 by a small group of
academic and hospital librarians. Their purpose was to develop a
self-sufficient library network. How's thae.for a purpose, a
self-sufficient library network! Thia was in order to provide
interlibrary loans, duplIcate exchanges, continuing edubation,
and all those things that all librarians try to do. /Each library
entered into a reciprocal arrangement that would provide for
participation in all the consortium activities on a quid pro quo
basis, which basically means you scratch my back and I'll scratch
yours. And that's the way we operated. Even though we had
written documents, the ,group was very informal and worked very
well together. ,The consortium soon grew to 17 members in 11
counties in the Central Georgia area and included members from
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junfor, private, and state colleges, 4 rehabilitation institutev
4nd a small medical school library that hadaot even opened yet. '

The other.members were in city, county, state, and federal
I- hospitals and mental health facilities.

By 1979 the consortium. had atained most of its purpose of
becoming a self-sufficient library network. It had a very active
interlibrary loan program aided by a computer-vroduced union list
of journals; it had z( well-used exchange of surplus journals and

'books; it participated in.the NLM grant program. HSLCG received
the second grant award iripthe nation under the consortium grant
program.. Mhe resource im ovement grant was funded in 1976 and
then it was extended to in lude new members in 1978 and 1980.
The consortium also Sponsored two Regional Medical Library
Program workshops. Those tiwo workshops were attended. by N

. librarians from all over the Southeast, not just people in our
group or our-area. The Central Georgia Cohsortium also extended
a helping hand to its younger members by sponsoring a
circutt=rider librarian program. -10-74.1so got volunteers from the
more experienced librarians in the Group to act as consultants,
to provide guidance and suggestions as the new librarieS were
being developed. The cooperative acquisitions program for

. journals has been used for four years. .tt's updated on a yearly
basis and members repOrt titles that they propose for addition
and deletion and when feasible one library adds a title deleted
'from anaher. It worked quite well.

The one area, though it was functioning really well, that
seemed to require the mdst outside expenditure of money was in
the area of intetlibrary loah. I don't know what the costs are
in this region-through the regional program but in the-Southeast
-it had- .gone-up-to-$4-.-75-and-was-scheduled-to-go-up---more;-- The
Regional Medical Library was continually raising its cost and
otherlibraries in the University system that we did business
with were doing the same. It became apparent that the
consortium's union list could neVer supply all the titles heeded
by the'cOnsortium members. We were never going to be able to
build up our acquisitions ehough. 14e began to seek other
sources of loanscheap, or free sources of loans. Most of us
had frequent contact and close friends within the membership of
the Atlanta Group because we met together frequently at state
library asaociation meetings. (A.lot of you today have probably
met people that you didn't know be.fore.so this is a good step ..

towards getting to know .people allfrOver California.) This
consortium in the Atlanta area Was the Atlanta Health Sciences
Library Consortium; I'll call themihe Atlanta Group.

. In the summer of 1979 i approached the Chairman of the
Atlanta Group with the idea of initiating some sort'of
interconsortium cooperatioh in the area of interlibrary loan. I
had.already presented the idea to the Central Georgia librarians
and they were really enthusiastic. The only reservation on
either side was that the largest collections were afraid that
they would be too-heavily used. In initiating any kind of
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cooperation you'll find that.concern over being overly used-or
being taken advantage of is a primary hindrance. And that's
unfortunate. It's understandable, because not many libraries can
affotd to simply open their resources to all comers without some
sort of renumeration. However; in our case all the librarians
agreed to give it a try on a three-month trial basis. So
whatever your area of cooperation, even if you don't have the
consensus of the whole group, but the majority is interested, you
might get everybody to agree to a trial program. Before going
into detail about our agreement, I'd like to tell you just a the
Atlanta consortium.

The Atlanta Group dates back to 1974 so it is older than our
Central Georgia droup. It was sponsored and encouraged by the
medical library staff at Emory University and the Regional
Medicai Library Program, which is at.Emory. As with the
Consortium in Central Georgia, it's structure is decentralized
with-officers-eleeted annually,--itis-growth-and-devetopment-was-
much. more informal and was not aided at all by National Library
of Medicine grant funding. They were the first medical library
consortium in the state and they set the example for the rest of
ds. By fat their greatest activity was interlibrary loan.- They
loaned more than 3,000 items among themselves each year. Another
major activity for them has been the production_of three editions
of their union list of periodicals. Their 17 members meet
mon and their contact with other librarians is one.of the
moset:luable and rewarding aspects of consortium membership.
This camaradery is something you can't put a price tag on.
That's the way,it is with all consortia. The group is very big
on research. They're always compiling statistics and publishing
reports. They've analyzed which journals are borrOwed most
heavily,and OnduCted surveys on employment conditions, salaries,
benefits, budget control, and other factors including physical
space, seating,/ and budgets. These statistics have been really
helpful for the other library groups in the state. They also had
a surplus exchange program; they ,had limited reference assistance
and informal cOnsultation; and sponsored a meeting orthe state
library assOciation. One thing that they did that's, really
unique was produce an exhibit that was displayed at some of the
national and regional allied health meetings that are held all
the time in Atlanta. The exh,ibit raised the consciousness of the
health care community not onlY to their group but to libraries
and library consortia in general.

As I've told you, both the consortia are involved in the
intercooperative effort and both are quite diverse. It is very
important to get a mixture of libraries. But the major
difference is that one is in an urban area (Atlantar, and the
other in a rural area: The urban group has a high caliber of
professionally trained librarians. The rural group is
predominated by paraprofessional librarians, or staff with very
little experience. This diversity helped make a Successful
cooperative effort because we could really help eacb other out.
Also, the diversity in the type of collection helped make the
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codperation worthwhile for both groups. In any case, the Ceqtral
Georgia Group approached the Atlanta Group about the possibility
of sharing through interlibrary loan. We decided that we'd start
with this particulai area since it was of primary concern and of
impottance to both groups. A strong mutual interest is the most
iMportant_ccmsideration in interconsortium cooperation-. So-the
Atlanta chairman and I both appointed one person from our group
to serve.as an interconsortitim cooperation representative. These
two librarians were.iesponsible,for making a comparison of the
two union lists and then drawing Qp a plan of how we were going
to cOoperate. I also made a personal visit to Atlanta to one of
the Group's meetings to promote the concept of interconsortium
cooperation and; hopefully, Promote enthusiasm for the ILL
projeCt. An analysis of the two gnion lists showed that they
complemented each other quite well. Approximately 45% of the
Central Georgia titles weren!t in the Atlanta'list. However,
half of this 45% was held by the small medical school within the
Central GeOrgia group. On the other hand, approximately,35% Qf
Atlanta+-6-titles Were not in.the Central Georgia list. So that
,was an overlap of only about 20%!

41%
An interconsortium agreement was drafted and each member of

both conisortia was to. participate initially, on just a three-
month.trial basis. However, if a library felt that demands on
its resources were too great it could withdrew, provided that its
own'borrowing,privileges were suspended and they give notice to
the other libraries. After the trial period, an evaluation was
to be made and each consortium was to determine at that time if
it wished to continue. All transactions were to be governed by
the National Interlibrary Loan Code and the Copyright Law
requirements. Interconsortial requests Could be made only after
all other,free local sources had been exhausted.,,ALA approved
lorms or OCLC had to be used. In selecting a leilding library,
the-smaller collections were to be given first consideration.
Borrowing libraries would make an-effort to.distiibute their
requests as fairly and evenly as possible, from.flhose to whom
they lent least. Because of severe budgetary llmitations, two
state-run libraries were only to be sent requesta that were
unique to their collect1on. Telephone,requesta/Were restricted
to loans for which there was urgent need and.thellending library
was not responsible for verifying citations. There were to be no
referrals unless the request was marked urgent., Each library was
expected.to absorb the coit of lending materials and'for
photocopy. Also, if it should become necessary o charge, the
borrowing library had to be notified in advance./ A monthly and
quarterly statistical analysis was done and theae were used at
ttie end of the three-month trial period to helplmake decisions
about continuing,the program. Each consortia provide4one copy
ofsits union list of serials to the other colfsoitium 40 had the
responsibility of providing access to that list to the rest of
the members. A few libraries dedided to duplicate the whole
list; some just did seleCtive duplication. A few libraries in
the same geographic area simply dalled another library to check
on a certain listing. The trial period began on March 1, 1980,
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and during that time 117 loans.wOre processed and each consortium
redeived approximately the sameihumber of documents. We were
really surprised to see that it was almost an even cut. At the
end of the trial period, cme,library deemed it necessary to
charge 101 a copy. It was unanimous that the cooperation wod01
be continued for an additional three-month period. We still
weren't quite ready to go into it full-fledged. After another
three months, another evaluation was made and during that time
one additional library began to charge for loans, but it was at a
-rate far below the Regional Medical Library rate.

The agreement is still in operation today. The only other
major change in the program is that the medical school library,
_which has accepted its first class this fall, has had to begin
charging libraries outside of the Central Georgia ConsortiuiW
because they are now .designated as a resource library within the
Regional_Medieal_Library,2rDgrammhey-eIther-have--te-eharge---
nothing or charge the set fee, so theY decided to charge the fee.
This has been somewhaX of a burden onthe Atlanta Group, but,not
enough for them to withdraw from the agreement. Enthusiasm for
interconsortiuM cooperation is still high, in spite op4 the fact
that three Libraries found it necessary to charge. Everybody
recognizes the likelihood Of,some libr#ries having to'charge and
they've just adjusted to it. Some libraries that were fearful of
being swamped haven't been. Even those who haven't actually
participated in the program seem to feel,that they've benefited
from the expanded contacts that they've had-with other
librarians, arid just the enlarged spirit of cooperation.

The example that these two consortifi set has really been an
impetus to the possibility of a stat:ewide network in.Georgia. In
Georgia an Interlibrary Cooperation Round Table of the Georgia
Library Association was formed by 66 interested librarians in
April of 1980. It was made up of academic, public, medical.and
special librarians who were interested in the sharing of library
resources within the state as a Whole. Thii is just another
indicatiorr.of the spirit of cooperation. -The Regional Medical
Library Program, as always, continues to encourage development of
consortia and interconsortia'cooperation. tIthey distribute
minutes of consortia minutes to all other consortia and
interested groups within the entire Southeast region so people
will know what's going on in other states. They've compiled a
d,irectory of consortia and sponsored a meeting of consortia

,)00resentatives at the Joint Meeting of the Southern Regional
roup and the South Central Regional Group of the Medical Library

Association in New Orleans last fall. They advocate a system by
whi6h established consortia assist in the formation of new
conaortia which iea type of i4terconsortium cooperation.

I'm really pleased and.excitedabout all the cooperation
that I'v'e heard about in California. From What'the speakers have
said today and from what I've heard and read since coming to

,California this past summer, there are.many health science
library consortia now functioning in the State of California.

,
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Ahd, I also understand that most are either supported or
encouraged through the AHEC, the Regional Medical Library
Program, MLA chapters and other state library associations. They
seem to vary, greatly in size and contain members from just about
all realms of the library world.

So hbw can cooperation among these diverse groups be
fostered? I think we've really hit upon most og the ideas today.
And some of the ideas I'm going'to give you are evidently already
underway or on the drawing board in California; so, forgive me if
I'm simply reinforcing old ideas.

I have mentioned the Interlibrary Cooperation Roundtable of
the Georgia Library Associatiork A group like this represents
all types of libraries, not just those with substantial health
science holdings. This type of cooperative activity could:be
guided-through-the-largest-library=assoct&ti-mf-or th6-Staté of
California "library'powers-that-be."

,f)

Another possibility is a state council of health science
consortia chairmen. The council might be organized to promote
resource sharing among the groups. This would be the first step
0 formation of a health information network including all types
bt health-related libraries. This could be initiated by one of

large umbrella networks such 'as the Regional Medical Library
Program or:the AHEC network, or both.

However, probably the most feasible and practical.way to
begin interconsortium cooperation is at the grassroots level with
two, or maybe three, consortia getting together to cooperate in
one or two areas of mutual interest such as interlibrary loan or
continuing education.

Each consortium could designate its chaixman, president, or
coordinator or another member as interconsortium cooperative
representative or have an interconsortium cooperation committee.
,Then-these representatives cbuld confer periodically on plans for
cooperatidn. A

Agreements should probably be written and terms clearly
delineated to assure success especially if' it is an interlibrary
loan program. Cooperation could be on a trial basis if either
party,had any reservations.

A meeting like the one we have attended here today provides
an excellent forum for discussion of interconsortium cooperation.
You have all the raw materials necessary to begin and carry out a
uccessful cooperative effort. There are many directions to
take. What does the future hold? Well, interconsortium ,

cooperation is limited by the willingness or unwillingness of
contortia to cooperate.
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Speakers Note: Thanks to Aurelia,Spende, Central Sta'te
Hospital, Milledgeville, Geprgia and Eugenia. Abbey, VA Hospital,
Decatur,Georgia for the information and statiitics ebout the
Georgia interconsortium cooperation program.
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PUTTING AGENDA INTO ACTION

LYNNE.LEVINE: We're now going to try to tie things up. We've
gotten 'in am'awful lot today by all this brainstorming. And our
three leaders in the state will do that for us., won't you?

We've met Marilyn Jensen and Connie Fly from AHEC and now
like to introdnce Bob Bellanti, who.is presently the

Associate Director of the Pacific Southwest Regibnal Medical
Library Service. (Incidently, I was told after I was hired for
the job as consortium coordinator that the reason I get the job
was that at the interview I, could say that whole thing,,Pacific
Southwestilegional Medical 'Library Service, so I just Weep.saying
it, thinking other good things will happen to me!)

Bob.received his M.L.S. from the University of Washington.
He 'was serials librarian of the University of Nevada, a medical
library Intern at UCLA, head of the Interlibrary Loan Division at
UCLA,, and now is ,the Associate Director of PSRMLS at the UCLA
Biomedical Library. So he certainly comes to us very well
qualified. I will give the rest of the program to these three
peOple igho will give us lots of good words, I'm sure.

BOB BELLANTI: It has 'been interesting for me to listen to
..everything that's been said today. I came with no prepared
remarks because I wasn't sure whit I would be'hearing and what I
would have to react to; As I was sitting.here listening,
_particularly this morning, it occurred to me that since I've been
at UCLA,and associated with the RML program (since 1973) we've
come a long way. When I first started there, the word
"consortium" was not in our volcabulary. It was something that
we never talked about because it wasn't a conceptAhat was very
far advanced with. health sciences libraries. And I will'admit
that More recently in'our own RML one thin% we have not been as
active in as some other regions, the Southwest and the Midwest in

,'particular, ikactively promoting formal consortia development.
. With regard to consortia development I have observed over the
'years that we've had anrinteresting development in our state. In
Southern California there are many informal channels of
cooperation.that have been in existence for a very long time,
particularly through the Medical Library Group of Southern
California with its very strong leadership. Many cooperative
activities are carried out'through that group and many other
cocterative activities are carried out cqf an informal basis by
libraries in discrete geograOhic areas. In the centrar and
northern part of California we are seeing consortia coming
together-more in a formal way using the mechanism of the NLM
grant. These are two different developmental paths and I'm
pleased to see them both, and certainly very pleased to see all
the activity that's been going on in the Central Coast area--an
area where me've been hoping for,a long.time that something like
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this would'happen. So we really have made a lot of strides Over
the last seven years that I've been associated with PSRMLS.

. I like to always keep in mind that one thing that
differentiates u. in California to a large extent from the rest
of the country, although not completely, is that when wedook at
cooperative activities in health sciences libraries we have two
very strong MLA chapters in the state that have promoted a great
deal of activity that RMLs have gotten directly involved with in

'other regions. At the,RML We have always favored this approach
because anything that comes from ihose groups is a lot better
than us trying to foster it, or foist it, depending on your point
of:view. It's always better for a need to be satisfied by 1.7.he
membership at large rather than the RML trying to do things. It
is healthier for ev,erybody in the,. long run because the chances of
success and long-term survival are probably a lot greater when
cooperative activities are undertaken as a group project. We
have seen many cooperative ventures coming out of these groups,
for example, the exchange, arid the union lists of serials, which
I would encourage people certainly to consider participating in,
if they are not.already.

In terms of the future, I.wish I could say it will be just
as positive, but I don't know that it will be in terms of the
federal funding available to us. As most of'you know, the
Meclical Library Assistance Act,was reneled for one year with a
$2 million cut. What that will mean foellby of us in these
programs is not completely clear at this time. Certainly there
will be some major changes in the RML network with a
reconfiguration of the network coming about next year, going from
eleven to seven iegions. PSRMLSmon't see any changes
geographically, but dertainly I think we'll see some program
changes because qf the decreased budget and we may have to alter
our expectations about how much the RML can do. I'm not sure how
some df these MLAA cuts will affect the NEM grant program,
although my suspicion is that the highest priority at NLM will be
to preserve, to the extent possible, the resource improvpment.
grants--those that are funding the consortia; I believe NLM
places a very hig5 priority on consortium development and this
would be one grant of all that they would do their utmost to
preserve even with budgets oeing cut back. But certainly with
4LAA up again for renewal next year it's anybody's guess as to'
what the outcome will be.

So'as I look into the future; with its uncertainty, it seems
that the, best avenue of approach'is the one that you've talked
about all day, and that'is looking to youfselves and looking to
othel kinds of libraries within the state, and fostering as much
cooperation across different type library lines, across consortia
lines, and to create'as much self-sufficiency as.possible, rather
than be &pendent on the RML, the AHEC, or any othen outside
agency. We can bertainly assist and,facilitate but we really
can't do what you're fl doing. We have a staff of two
librarians for consulting and training who are actively involved
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in the grant program, the workshops, and the consulting, &it they
can't obviously go as far as you can in terms of doing the work
at the local_ level. And that's clearly where it all has to begin
and continue.

I do see a role, however, for the RML even with some
uncertain times ahead for us. In view of all the development
that's gone on, I think the one thing that we can do, and will
attempt to do more of in the future, is to play a role in
faCilitating the use of technology to help provide better access
to resouices for all us. This is one area that we haven't done a
great deal in until recently and it looks to me as though it's
the one thing that we can do in the future that can help to make
interconsortium coopetation a lot easier..

In that regard, we have developed, with the Medical Library
Group of Southern California, the fourth edition of their union
list of serials in hospital libraries. This is being
computerized through UCLA's Biomedical Library's serials system.
We 'hope that by doing this it will make future updates a lot less
horrendous than they have been for the Group in the past. I'd-
like to point out we don't consider.this an RML ova Biomedical
Library project., We're just using our resources to make it
easier for the Group to facilitate their own production of a
list. Ultimately however, there is the possibility tbat such a
list could be tied into the national serials database, which NLM
is creating in cooperation with the RMLs and resource libraries
throughoutthe country. I recently spent 4 week in Northern'
California and talked to many of the librarians there about the
possibility of their joining this project. To me it is a very
exciting venture and I hope they,will 'be willing to participate
in it, either throUgh local consortia in the area or as an MLG
project for the whole Group. With their participation we could
ultimately create a union list of serials for the state, as well
as many regiohal and subregional lists for consortia: That is
our intent with the present list--to produce ttany sublistings for
natural groupings of libraries in Southern California, as well as
lists of individual library's holdings.

In addition, we have been,working with the resource
libraries in our region to create a union list of serials of
holdings. You know that as the COSAP list that Marilyn mentioned
'this morning. knew one is coming out probably in January,
although there's always delays in a project of this nature when

.we have to coordinate 11 libraries, using NLM's computer to
complete this project. So again we're trying to facilitate the
avAilability and the access to the information.

The one thing I've 'heard mentioned a little today and which
I heard very loud and clear PeMy recent visit to Northern
California is that we all need better access to books. That's a
difficult area for everybody. We've always concentrated our
efforts primarily on accessing serials because that's where the
bulk of the need is*. But; as we are able to take care of that

A
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more and more, this whole other area ultimately faces us and we
have to begin to make some inroads there. I don't have any easy
solutions to this at this.time, but we do know that's the next
area for us to become involved in, to see what we can do as a
facilitating agent to help provide better access to this category
of information.

The.other thing that I see in the future for all of us, and
I think this has been underscored-a lot today, is the need for a
lot more cooperation with different types of libraries. For a
long time,we stayed fairly aloof from other kinds of libraries
and we looked primarily to ourselves. That has changed,
particularly in the lasE few years and the consortia that are
represented here today clearly demonstrate this. They include
many different kinds-of librariesi not just health sciences
libraries. To me that is a positive step.. We have to think of
our profession in a larger context, especially now when we're all
under the gun in one way or the other. We can't afford to go it
alone. We do have the statew:de planning effort and I am a
member of the steering committee for the Master Plan for
libraries in California. I don't know how useful the final
product, will be to all of us but I think it will provide an
umbrella product for us to begin to develop more specific plans
for various types of libraries. When you,bring a very diverse
group of libraries together with very different interests, it's
difficult to develop a plan which everyone can agree to. On the
steerinT committee the medical, law and Special libraries'
interests often are different from those of public and academic
libraries. nowever, there is probably more similarity than
difference between the different types of librakies, and I think
we're aware of each other's points of view a lot more than we
were before we started thit whole process. In trying to keepall
of us together, however, we may come out with a product that's
somewhat watered down from what any specific group of us would
like. Now we're beginning to think that maybe we can use the
overall Plan to create more specific plans for our own segments
of the library community, and perhaps we can get some better
action going that way. But nonetheless this to me is still a
very positive venture simply because it's bringing together all
kinds of libraries in California. And I'm pleased that medical
librarians have been heayily involved in this process. Some of
you here are involved in the working groups that were created to
look at the various goals that the steering committee developed.
The medical library community came out in full force to
participate_in the working,'groups to the point whefe the State
Librarian was rather overwhelmed. That speaks highly for all of
ud in medical libraries because we took the time and the interest
totparticipate in this process. I believe it is critical for all
of us to continue working hard to keep the lines open between
different kinds of libraries. We're hot that exclusive anymore
and our problems are probably more similar than the differences
that set us apart. Again I think the RML can facilitate a little
bit in this regard, but it seems to me you can do a lot better at
the local level than even we can do. We are trying to forge
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stronger links with the state libraries in all of our four
states. But you can do a lot more to forge, links at the local
leveL where it really.matters in terms of day to day
cooperation.

So although I do see somerocky times ahead, certainly in
terMs of federal funding for programs such as ours, I am really
more optimistic having listened to everybody today and seeing the
progress ,We've made. I think we've now passed a critical
threshhold and the momentum will continue of its own accord,
whether Or not an AHEC or an RML is around. It it clear that

..peoPle such as you are going to keep the momentum going and I
think that is the most positive thing ,I can say from everything

% I've heard today.

'MARILYN JENSEN: Hetore I begin, I would just like to say that I
spoke with Fran Johnson yesterday. For those of you who do not
know her, she is our program officer at NLM, our contact person
who has been so helpful with regard to NLM grants. She knew
about this forum through Lynne and she said she was very sorry
she could not be here with us today, but she is here in'spirit
and she does send us her regards.

We've talked today about the "post-grant" perioe-and what do
you do when the grant runs out. Well, Ird like to talk about the
"post-forum" period.,

What are we going to do after today's program? And in that
.regard, I would like to present four specific ideas or
suggestions.

The first relates to the proceedings of this f9rum. Last
night we decided to tape today's program. We were not exactly
sure what we would have, but we thought it would be interesting.
I'd like to see the tapes transcribed and published as a
proceedings. If the Coastal Consortium is not able to, I want to
offer AHEC assistance in doing that. Personnaly a feel it would
be really worthwhile for others, who were not able to attend, to
be able to read about some of the things that have been said here
today.

Secondly, and this was brought up by one of the discussion
groups, I would like to see an exchange of insformation among the
various consortia. Some of you have newsletters that could be
exchanged. They could be sent to consortia leaders-or
coordinators for distribution to their members. The same holds
true of union lists. If you want to increase your resources,
consider the exchange of lists and discuss policies for
interlibrary loan between your groups. In your packet is a list
'of all of the health sciences library consortia or library groups
in California that I was able to identify. You might want to
examine it and see which ones are closest to you. You may want
to contact representatives who Ire here today.
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A third idea I would like to throw out to 'see if there is
interest has to do with the publication of a directory, or at
least a list, ofhealth sciences library consortia in California.
This list could include more than just names and addresses, but
could list the members in each group, tell how they were funded,
the kinds of activities they are involved in or have accomplished
in the past (such as a union list and whether it has been
computerized). This way new groups would keow who to contact for
advice and information. Maybe groups would share copies of their
bylaws, resource directories, and even_grant applications. LI

think the list could be extremely helpful. But I would like to
solicit your input about this. It would iake time to compile
such a list and I wonder if you feel it, would be worth doing.

The last idea,is to suggest, if there.is enough interest
here today, that we'do something like this again. This might be
at the Joint MLG Meeting in February or perhaps even at the MLA
meeting in June. But we would have to make that decision here
today in order to have time to contact people and plan a program.
It would not have to be a formal program. Perhaps we could meet
together one evening, or-the coordinator or representative from
each group could meet together over dinner. I think there is
still a lot of information to share in spite of how much was
exchanged here today. I'd like to know if youffeel it would be
worthwhile to pursue. Any suggestions:

VOICE: Unclear. ,

MARILYN JENSEN: How many here today would attend such a meeting
if there was one in February? How many would be interested in
working on a committee to plan a program? Great!

LYNNE LEVINE: There is obviously a real interest in getting
together again.. I am going to pass around a signup sheet for
those interested in volunteering to work on a program for the
Febrary meeting.

MARILYN JENSEN: OK, do you think a list of consbrtia, with
information about their activities, would be of value?

LARRY RIZZO.: What about adding such a list gs a supplement to
the Directory of Health Science Libraries thit PSRMLS now
publishes?

BOB BELLANTI: Marilyn and I talked about that very ide& earlier
this week when she was in Los Angeles. We publish the directory
about every four years and next year we are due for a new
-edition. I think we are at a stage where we might consider:1
additional information that relates to membership in a
consortium. We might have a separate index or supplement in that

-directory listing all the consortia, the contact people, that
kind of thing. So that may be one, way to do it.

1
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LYNNE LEVINE: That As Something that i group of us could do at
the Joint Meeting in February. We.could get together a
questionnaire that could be sent out to .everybody.

CONNIE FLY: Now that it's my turn on this panel, I.don't have /
much,to add tO what has already taken place! /

I am just soexcited because'I've seen many of your
consortia develop and have been involved in helping some of you
from.the time you began. .Now to see you all grow and come
-together is really exciting.

Marilyn mentioned exchanging um,i
aren't ready to exchange just free, A
might want to.think of yourgeographi
logistics. Fok instance, we hive rep

n lists. Maybe some of you
ross the board today. You
al proximity, because of
esentatives here from two

groups in Northern California, the Redding consortium and the '

Lake/Mendocino consortium. The-two might consider
exchanging union lists and getting tog ther to cooperate. In
the central part of the state we have someone from Merced as well
as myself representing the Central California Medical Library
Group. We will, no doubt, continue to exchange our unibn lists
with Bob Meyer's Salinas/Monterey colisortidm. And pow I think we
would want to eitend that same cooperation to Lynne's San Luis
Obidpo group.. Those are just Some things that we could begin to
do. -As Camilla pointed out, it might be better to start on a
trialtasis and not get too big all at once. This would be a Wiy
to'at least'begin.

Now, I don't think we on the panel are necessarily the onlY.
ones with ideas here. 'Anyone else have anything to add?

1

D. J. ZITKO: Do you think it is goingto be possible to leave
here today with a commitment to a three-month trial period or
something among the consdrtial I kind of hate to leave here

. today without some kind of contract being made. Otherwise it is
all just'good feelings, we leave, and then what?

CONNIE FLY: Yes, I understand what you are saying. Once again,
though you.can do that, I think, Smongsour coordinators. They
may feel that it is incumbent upon them to go tack and present
the idea to their own membership to see if they are willing to
exchange ILLs, etc: Maybe that's what we need,, a commitment from
the coordinators.

BETTY MADDALENA: Maybe we should have some:people appointed to
followup on this, becatise you're right, we 41e going to have to
go back and talk to our individual groups. But perhaps we could
make a commitment to get together with our groul5s and then to
report'back, and to come up with some formal ideaS or plans. I
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think Camill4 really had a good point when she said you need to
keep records. You need to know what this dooperation is-doing,
because if you don't you can't really make intelligent decisions
about it. So, I'd like to see that happen. It could be nothing
more than to say that these peoide are'going tobget together at
the Joint Meeting and we are going to,do these particular
things.

BOB BELLANTI: It seems like the Joizit'Meetng would be a good
time. It gives enpugh lead time, from now until February, for
the various consortia.coordinators to get back to their own

' groups. Then we could have a meeting of the coordinators at the
Joint Meeting, to more seriously explore specific avenues of
dooperation, and discuss what that would mean, and what can be
done. Unfortunatly, I, don't think we are quite it that point
today where people can walk out with the kind of 'concrete
agreement we might.like. But I think by Febeuary more than
likely they should be.able to come to grips with that more
effectively. k

II

.LYNNE LEVINE: CouldiI charge everybne here who represents a
consortium to go badk,to their g'rOup ahd tell them what's
happened today and get some sort of feedback,on how they feel
about exchanging union lists, interlibrary loans, or whatever?
Then at the Febri,ary.meeting, -you could report back the consensus
of your consorti m. .4Nnd then I think we can come to something
more condkete. Lfeel we should-make at least'that much of a
commitment. Because f airee withD.J. that me should not go away
from this meeting by shaking e'ach other's hands and smiling and
agreeing that it was wonderful, and,then forget the whole thing.

BOB BELLANTI: I hope that you will also contact the other
consortia within thestate to ,i,nvite them to do the same thing
and then to join you at the JOIht-Meeting, since there are others
that are not represented here today who might be interested in

. pursuing this within their own .groups as well.

BOB MEYER: There is one thing we' could do today, however.,
without having to go back to our membprship. We could decide to
form a "coun'Cil of consortia" to start to operate as a group

//)
immediately. I think we need a coordinator of coordinators for
that and I was wondering if the Statewide AHEC.Office could
possibly take on that role? It seems like a natural, Marilyn, if
you would be'willing. You know who the consortia are more than
any of us, and if'you had something'to communicate to all of us,
it would make a lot of sense to come from your office. You would
be the 4super-coordinator." (Laughter) We could form that group
ri4ht now, it seems to'me, anc5 get something going.

$0.1
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MARILYN JENSEN: If that is what the group would like to do, I
wbuld be happy to coordinate the activities. I would need some
input, however, on oteer consortia in California. The list.we
compiled, I'm sure, is incomplete. I would appreciate,it if you
could send me names, and addresses of contact people, if any of
you.are aware'of other groups. Also, are there .other groups that

7 should be il,cluded? 4For instance, do we want to include the
medical library grou§s?

BOB MEYER: I wouldn't see any partigular advamttage to
restricting our membgrship if we think those peolole have
something to contribute from a cooperative.viewpoint. I would be
ihappy to include them.

CONNIE FLY: I think they should at least be invited to attend
our meeting in February, or to ahy other meetings we may have.

1

LYNNE LEVINE4 I might mention that Marilyn and I approached some
of the. groups in Southern Califbrnia about toda10,-*program and
the reponse often was that there Were &lready so many networks
and.so many meetings for them to attend. So I would be really
very happy to'have them know about today and ask them if they are
interested in participating.

MARILYN JENSEN.: I think if we meet at the. Joint Meeting it will
be easier for many of them since they will already be attending.

Are there any specific suggestions about what you would like
,to do at the Joint Meeting besides have., the coordinators get
together and decide on the exchange of union lists, etc? Are
there other things that maybe were not covered today?

BETTY MADDALENA: Perhaps if we exchanged union lists in February
*we could also draw up some guidelines for interconsortia
agreements similar, to the model Camilla had? I think that would
be a good time to at least begin to do it.

,

BOB MEYER: You could start by ciiculating a copy of Camilla's
prototype agreement and get comments even before February. 'That
way we codld see to what extent le are willing to go along
with that as a basic agreement. PEE may find some,disagfeements
with some points, but then we'd know that in advanCe of the
meeting dnd could hammer out some'cOmpromise at thalt time.

BOB Bg4LANTI: Another thing that I think_would be very
interesting for that group to explore WOuld be the linkins of
your union lists into the list of the Medical Library Group of
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Southern California and Arizona which is being computerized now.
Ultimately, that will be linked into the national database, and
it will provide the routing mechanism for interlibrary lOan _

requests via a computer. So just exchanging lists is one thing,
but if we can get more groups Onto the system we'll have a better
way to facilitate ILL in the future., Also by hooking into a.
larger project-'-like that, you can always get local lists printed
separately. I think that would be a very good topic to discuss.

.

BETTY MADDALENA: How do you find out if one computerized union
list (such as. our 49-99 list) is compatible with another existing
list?

BOB BELLANTI: It is 7Ccmceivable that a portion of the 49-99 list
(such as the medical libraries)-could go directly into the
national serials data8ase in the future. Whether or not that
could be as easily done at UCLA for input to the MLG project, I'm
not sure. We would :have to have the programmet)look at that to
see if it was feasible.

BETTY MADDALENA: So the programmer would have to talk to the
programmer?

BOB BELLANTI: Yes, when We get to that level, ,that 4.s what we
.are talking absSut.

MARILYN JENSEN: Is there a format that can be distributed that
was used by the MLG librar4ns, so that when some of the
consortia here today are ready to update their lists or begin to
compile a list they would h.;.ve something to follow?

BOB BELLATNI: Unfortunatel the MLG formatjis not completely
compatible with the national serials format. When they began it
was not for us to tell them one-way or the other as to which
format to use. So that doesItend to be a slight problem.. We
would prefer to see new entries forlow the national'standard.
There is a guide to the prep*ration of union lists of serials,
published by the,Midwest Health Science Library Network with
assistance from the NationallLibrary of Medicine. It wOuld-be
better-to follow those guidelines in any future development.
PSRMLS 'has a copy of those at UCLA if Anybody is interested. It
is fairly len4th1y.

MARILYN JENSEN: At any rate, if any of ydu are in the process of
updating or compiling union lists you, might think seriously about
doing it in the/fortat that Will be compatible at a later date
with the national list.
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CONNIE FLY: I have one other suggestion that perhaps you could
do for us Marilyn and that is to submit a report to each of the
MLGs about this meeting to be put in their newsletters. I think
that you should all know that the spirit qf cooperation that you
show in your consortia is not universal throughout the state, and
some of the larger libraries in large cities can learn from some
of us in smaller libraries who are in some way pioneers in this
endeavor. So we need to publicize our meeting today and the
things we've accomplished. One of the ways would be to put
something in each of the MLG newsletters.

MARILYN JENSEN: Good idea. Is that all right Lynne, Or would
your group rather do that?

4

LYNNE LEVINE: No. Absolutely, I think that would be great.

Editor's Note: The guidelineS referred to above are: Union List
of Serials: Guidelines, Midwest Health Science Library Network,
1981. To obtain a copy, send a,check for $10.00, made payable to
the University of Illinois, to the. Midwest Health Science Library
NetWork, Management Office, Library Of the Health Sciences,
University of Illinois at the Medical Center, P. 0. Box 7509,
Chicago, Ilfinois 60680
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'WHAT DO WE DO NOW? .

LYNNE LEVINE: Well, I was suppdsed to mention'or talk very
briefly alai:Alt "what do we do now?" but that's all been taken care
of. So I just want to say I've had a .4reat time and I hope all
of you did too.

We'll see all oi you in lebruary!

p.
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PARTICIPATION:.

'SAMPLE

INTERCONSORTIUM COOPERATIVE AGkEEMENT

.FOR CONSORTIUM X and CONSORTIUM Y
r.

1. Al2 tembers of the two consqrtia shall participate In this

agreement. However, if,a library feels the demands on it are
too .great, it may withdraw under the following conditipns:

a. Notice is given to other libraries)t and
b. _Borrowing privileges will be.disdontinued.

2. All procedures will be doverhedby the latest National ItAer-
library Loan Code.,

3. This igreement shall be in effect from (date) until (date).

4. Associate or supporting consortium members shall not be included
in this agreement. Only full members shall participata

REQUESTS:

1. American Library Association approved forms should be used.
Members having.00LC may handle requests through the database.

2. Smaller collections should be Considered first in lpcating a
lender and requestssrotated,among larger libraries. Borrowing
librariet will make an effort to distribute their requests as .

fairly and evenly As possible, borrowing least from thOse to
whom they lend least. Because of severe budgetary and personnel
restrictions, a and b libraries will be asked only for items
which a.,7e unique to them.

3. Telephone requests should be made only if there is urgent need..
'Forms indicating "telephone request" should be typed and sent
to the,Xending library.

4. Mailing labels should acCompany all requests.

5. Citations should be verified. Lending libraries are under no
obligation\ tb search out incorrect references.

6. Interconsortium requests sAould be made only after all other
free local sources have been exhausted.

7. Lehding libraries will not be expected,to refer requpsts for
items not owned except when marked "urgent.

'LOANS:

1. All requeets should be filled or returned within 24 hours
of receipt (Aonday-Friday).

4
2. The lending library reserves the right to loan'its materials

the original or to photocopy. Generally, 20 pages oar lesg will
be photocopied. If a library is unable.to copy an article; or
the copies are illegible, the,materil will be provided in the
original. Exceptions will be items on reserve, reference, rare

? Materials, or non-circulating materials. If necessary, postage
and/Or.insurance may be reimbursed.

3. The lendintlibrary shall attach its name and the name of the
consortium to each request eithegday stamp or printed form.
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COPYRIGHTI

1. Request form; must indicate compliance with the Copyright Law.,

-2. The requesting library is responsible for keeping records that

.cothply with the Copyright Law.
,

3. Each article photocopied should be stamped with "Copyright

Notice..."

CHARGES:

1. Each library will absorb the cost of lending or photocopyifig

its materials.
.

2. If it should become necessary to charge for loans, botrowing
libraries will be notified in advance of the charges.

STATISTICS:

1. RecOrds of transactions with other consortium will be compiled

and reported monthly.

2. These reports will be used to evaluate the interlibrary loan

program and for other purposed as deemed feasible..

UNIOa LISTS:

1. Each consortium will provide one copy of its Union List to the

other consortium without charge.

2. Each consortium'is responsible for pi.oviding access to the,list

'for its members. ,

--This sample was provided 4n
11/13/81 by Camilla .Reid at
the conference "Expanding
Opportunities for Cooperation
in California" spondored by
CHLIC at Pismo Beach.
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SOME CALIFORNIA UNION LISTS

California Academic Libraries List of Serials (CALLS)
ormer y U.C. Union List o Seria s

edited and produced by the Urliversity of California
,covers serials at the U.C. Libraries, CSUC libraries and

Stanford libraries.
1980, microfiche, $170 for binder edition, $90 for fiche only
,order from: CLASS

1415 Koll Circle, Suite 101
San\Jose, CA 95112

t California tinicin Catalog

soon available on microfiche
col.rers California public library holdings.from 1909-1978, And
complements CATALIST

target date for publication is Winter 1981-82
contact: Jay Cunningham -

Technical Services Branch.
California State Library.
P. 0. Box 2037
Sacramento, CA 95809
(916) 322-4480

Ca3yornia Union' List of.Periodicals (CULP)
California State Library

covers serials in public, special., community college, private,
academic, state and federal agency libraries

6th edition, 1980, available on microfiche, $106 standard,
$120 deluxe

riorder Irom: CLASS'' ,

CATALIST.,

covers monographs in most public, and s'ome community college,
special and academic libraries

1981, 2nd edition, $264 for non-members
order from: CLASS'

-Cooperati*Serials Acquisitioh Project (COSAP)
Serials Iist

covers serials in resource libraries (medical schools) in
RML Region XI

new edition in preparation -

contact: PRMLS
piomedical Library
Center for the Health Science
University of Calgornia A

Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Union List of Serials in Southern California and ArizOna
Health Science libraries

Medical Library Group of Southern California and Arizona
4th edition, 1981, $40.00 zembers,.$50.00 non-members
contact: Deborah Batey

Medical Library
Naval Regional Medical Center

., Camp pendleton, CA 92055

a
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HEALTMCIENCE LIBRARY COOPERATIVES IN CALIFORNIA

Central California- Medical Library Group

c/o Betty Maddalena
Medical Lib;ary
Merced.Community Medical Center
P.O. Box 231
Mercged, CA 95340 (209) 383-7058 or 723-9314

Central Coast Health Sciences Library Consortium

c/o Robert S., Meyer
Medical'Library
Natividad Medical Center
P.O. Box 1611
Salinas, CA 93902 (408) 757-0523

Coastal Health Library Information Consortium

c/o Lynne Levine
Cuesta College Library
P.O. Box J
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 (805) 543-1836

Consumer Health Information Program & Services (CHIPS)

c/o Los Angeles Public Library
150 East 216th Street
Car.son, CA 90745
(213) 830-0231

or
Los Angeles County/Harbor
UCLA Medical Center
Medical Library
4101 Torrance Blvd.
Torrance,'CA-90503
(213) 450-7676 Ext. 527

(East Bay Libraries)

c/o Kay Kammerer
*4Stuart0Memorial Library
Alta Bates Hospital
3001 Colby Plaza, Room'1240
Berkeley, CA 94705 (415) 845-7110 Ext. 2359

Inland-Empire Medical-Library Cooperative

c/o Dixie-Cirocco
Health Sciences Library
Hemet Valley Hospital
1116 East' Latham

Hemet, CA 92343 (714) 652-2811 Ext. 431

Kaiser Regional Library Group of Northern California

c/o Michael_Bennett
Health Sciences Library
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
2025 Morse Avenue
Sacramento, CA.95825 (916) 486-5813
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Kearney-Mesa Library Consortium

c/o Carolyn R. Wood
Health Sciencea Library
Children's Hospital and Health Center
8001 Frost Street

, San Diego, CA 92123 (714) 292=3140

Kern Health Sciences Library Consortium

c/o Larry Rizzo
Health Sciences Lihrary
Kern Medical Center
1830 Flower Street'
Bakersfield, CA 93305 (805) 323-7651 Ext. 257

Medical Library Group of Southern California and Arizona

c/o Sherrill Sorrentino
Medical Library
Rancho I.os Amigos
7601 E. Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242 (213) 922-7696

Medical Library Consortium of Santa Clara Valle

c/o Susan Russell
Health Sciences Library
San Jose Hospital
675 East Santa Clara
San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 998-3212, Ext. 306

Medical-Technical Libraries of Orange county

c/o Judy Bube
Medical Sciendes Library
University of California ,

Irvine, CA 92717 (714) 833-6650 f

Mendocino-Lake Regional Medical Library Consortium

c/o Betty Orsi/ Anna Chia
.Medical Library,
Ukiah Adventist Hospital
275 Hospital Driv
P.O. Box 859
Ukiah, CA 95482 (707) 462-6631 Ext. 312

Merced County Health Information Consortium

c/o Betty Maddalena
Medical Library
Merced Community Medical Center
P.Or'Box 231
Merced, CA.95340 (209) 383-7058 or 723-9314
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North San Joaquin Health Sciences Library Consortium

c/o Colleen Lamkin
Medical Library Consultant
24818 North Kennefick
Galt, CA 95632 .(209) 334-4247

Northern California and Nevada Medical Library Group

c/o Ysabel Bertolucci
Medical Libraiy
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
1200 Eamino Real'
South San Francisco, tA 94080 (415) 876-0408

Nursing Information Consortium of Orange County

co Joyce Loepprich
Medical Center Library
University of California

or(/

P.O. Box 19556
'Irvine, CA 92713
(714) 38876655

Redding Library Consortium

c/o Randa Gregory
Superior California Area Health Education Center
901C Lake Blvd

... Redding, CA 96003 (916) 241-6101

Evelyn Simpson
Western Medical Center
1001 NI Tustin Avenue.
tanta Ana, CA 92705 .

(714) 953-3405'

Sacramento Area Health Sciences Libraries

c/o Michael Bennett
Hearth Sciences Library
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
2025 Morse Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95825 (916) 4-86-5813

San Fernando Valley Medical Library Group

c/o Lois Mackey
Biosciences Laboratory
7600 Tyropelenue
Van Nuys, CA 1405 (213) 989-2520 Ext. 2315

San Francisco Biomedical Library Information Network

c/o Leonard Shapiro
Schmidt Medical Library
California College of Podiatric Medicine
1770 Eddy Street, C-215
San FrincisCo, CA 94115 (415) 563-3444 Ext. 246
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Southeast Hospital Librarians' Group

c/o Linda Sleeth 6

Medical Library
Rio Hondo Memorial Hospita1
8300 East Telegraph Road
Downey, CA 90240 (213) 861-6761

Task Force for,Cooperative Health Information for Orange Cbunty

d/o Joyce Loepprich
Medical Center Library
University of California
P.O. Box 19556
Irvine, CA.92713 (714) '833-6655

Veterans Administration Medical Centers, Medical District #26

c/o Betty Connolly
Health Care Sciencei Library '

V.41... Medical Center
5901 E. Seventh 'Street
Long Beach, CA 90822 '(213) 498-1313 Ext. 2417

Resource Information Network for Cancer (RINC)

-c/o Sherrill Sorrentino
d

Division of Cancer Control
UCLA Jonison Cancer Center
10920 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1106'

-1Aps Angeles, CA 90024 (213) 206-6010/6562

1/82

Please send corrections or additions to: Library Program, California
Area Health Education Center System, 5110,E.
Fresno, CA 93727 (209) 2522851 or (415) g,66-4221
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON

LIBRIiRY CONSORTIA AND cOOPERATION

BaKey, A. S.,0 et.al., "The Twin Cities'Biomedical Conbortium",
Bull Med Libr Assoc 63(3):252-258, July, 1975?
(Describes the clevelOpment and accomplishthents of a 28
member health s&iences libraries consprtium in .

MinneaporistSt Paul.)

Bolef, D., et.al., "A Health Sciences Libraries Consortium in
1 a Rural Setting", Bull Med Libr Aisoc 66(2):185-189,

,April; 1978
(Describes how a new college of medicine in East Tennessee
stimulated the development of a consortium covering three
cities, and how cooperative activities developed.)

A
,

Bury, B., "The Coastal Bend Consortium: An Overview", Bull Med
4 Libr Assoc 66(3):350-352, July, 1978..

(Brief-description of a Texas consortium involved in
cooperative activities, including sharing of AVs.
Discusses means of future funding after their NLM grant
expires.)

Closurado, J S., et.al., "PAIR: A CooPerative Effort to Meet
Idformational Needs", Bull Med Libr Assoc 61(2):201-204.
(Describes a cooperative-association of nine institutions
which was formed in order to exchinge ideas and information
on AVs as well as lend and cooperatively produce them.)

Cruzat, "Metropolitan Detroit's Network", Bull Med Libr Assoc
56:285-291, july,'1968.
,(Presents a five-year prOgress4report.)

Deane, A. S.,""Consortium Achieves Goals", Hosp 48:95-96,
June 11974.% .

(Briefly desciibes a formal consortium of 13 hospitals in
MAssachusetts vihich has a number of projects underway,
including a cooperative libraiy information and continuing
educatiod program.)

Felter, J. W., 'Library Cooperation: Wave of the Future or Ripple?'
N, Bull Med Libr Assoc 63(1):1-6, January, 1975

(NWRIg7W7TWIRTIEFEE library cooperatiod, networks and
consortia, and discusses elements of successful operation.)

Feltovic, H. F., "Six Coordinated Medical Libraries", Bull Med
Libr ASSOC 52:670-75, October, ,1964.
TUIEFFNIE the JacksonVille Hospitals Educational Program
which'coordinates library activities of six hospitals.)
Glee also Michael]

Fink, W. R,, et.al., "The Place of the Hospital Library Consortium
-in the National Biomedical Communications Network", Bull Med
Libr Assoc 62(3):258-265, July, 1974.
(Describes the NLM network and Kos.' hospital library consortia
tie into it, as well as areas foot consortium cooperation.)
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Gartenfeld, E., "The Community Health Information Network, A
Model for HoSpi,tal and Public.Library Cooperation",
Libr Jnl,4103(17):1911-1914, October 1, 1978.
(Describes the Community Health Information Network--
CHIN--a coopprative library network established between
.a community hospital and six public library systems.)

Graves, K. J., et.al., "Hospital Library Consortia: A Vital
Component of Hospital-Wide Education", J Contin Educ Nurs
9(5):22-25, 1978:
.(Describes how a hospital library consortium can enhance
the educational programs at the number institutions.)

Kabler, A.,W., "NLM's Medical Library Resource Improvement Grant
for Consortia DeveloPment:rA Proposed Outline to Simplify.
the Application Process", Bull Med-Libr Assoc 68(1):25-32,
January, 1980.
(Presents suggestions for writing the'narrative sections of
the first and second budget-period applications for NLM
consortium grants.)

McCarthy, J.C., "CHARGE: Consortium.of Hbspitals and Rehabilitative
Geriatric Enterprises", Bull Med Libr Assoc 67(1):59-61,
January, 1978.
(Brief description of a consortium .Made up of one hospit
library and ten nursing homes, whose Main thrust is the
_sharing of AVs.)

.Michael,'M., "Networking foi Community Hospital Libraries",
Biomed Commun 1(3):19+, July, 1973.
(Brief description of the library program of the Jacksonville
Hospitals Educational.Program, comprised of nine hospitals,
which is administered centrally at one hospital.)
aele also FeltoviE

Millard, S. K., et.al.,-"MEDCORE: ComNitment to Cooperation",
Bull Med 74ibr-Assoc 66(1):57-58,Xanuaryi 1978.
(Brief description of a consortium in New Jersey that.initialiy
was formed to share AVs, but expanded to include other
cooperative activities.)

Moulton, B., et.al., "Components for Consideration by Emerging
Consortia", Bull Med Libr Assoc 63(1):23-28, January, 1975.
(Presents the Consortium for Information Resoprces of the
West Suburban Hospital Association in Boston as one model for
library cooperation.)

Mundt, J. L., °Hospital Libraries' Consortium Blunts Impact oF
Budget Cuts", Hosp 52(.1):75-78, June 1, 1978.-
(Brief description of,a 14-member Illinois library consortium.)
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Norman, 1.4., "Continuin/g Education within a Hospital Librafy
MEDL1NE ConsortiAm", Bull Med Libr Assoc 67(2):255-257,
April, 1979. /

(Describes how i group of-six librarians meet monthly to
. update their search skills and share their expertise.)

Pings, V. M., et.al., "Biomedical Libraries in Southern Michigan,
AdministratiVe and Service Relationships", Spec Libr
61:562-568,/Decemberk 1970. .

(Describ'es a cooperative venture to study the availability
of library services for health professionals in Southeastern
'Michigan and means to improve them.)

Rankin, J. A., et.al., "The Library Consortium - Service for
Community Hospital's in Georgia". J Med Assoc Georgia 69(12):
965-968, December, 1980.
(Briefly describes the benefits and activities of the

' Health Sciences Libraries of Central Georgia Consortium.)

Sekerak, R. J., "Cooperation Strengthens Small Hospital Libraries
a Rural Area of New England: A Five-Year Experience",

Bull Med Li6t Assoc 67(3):322-329, July, 1979. .

(Describes a hospital library developtent program developed
by the University of Vermont's medical library, and supported
by NLM, which emphasized cooperation and sharing of resources.)

Vaillancourt, P. M., et.al., "Three Pronged Approach for
Centralized Library SerVices", SpecLijir_ 63:528-532,
November, 1972.

11 (Describes a,yrogram of cooperation among nine small hospital
libraries, apd the initiation of a strong central library
to coordinate the program.)

,

Wood, .F. C., "Group Action in New York Medical Libraries", Libr Jnl
2105-2108, August, 1958.
(A consUltant urges library cooperation and outlines means of ,

coordinating resources as well as elements of success.)

a
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